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Welcome to the

Conservative History Journal
from Iain Dale

T

his is the second edition of our Journal and we shall be
delighted if it receives a fraction of the praise which the
inaugural edition received. Our Group goes from strength to
strength. Since the last edition came out we have held a joint
meeting with our friends in the Liberal Democrat History
Group on the Fall of the Lloyd George Coalition. Next year we hope to
hold a joint meeting with the LibDems and the newly formed Labour
History Group on the Fall of the Chamberlain Government. In less than a
year, our membership has grown to a level the LibDems have taken a
decade to match. Following the Party conference we expect to have close
on 500 members. The fact that more than half of the Conservative
Parliamentary Party has joined the Group is an indication of the level of
interest in our activities. In November we shall hold our first annual dinner and we are delighted to have secured Lord Salisbury as our guest of
honour. Gillian Shephard will introduce his talk on the Cecils and the
Conservative Party. Tickets are already selling fast so do book soon. Next
March we will be holding a two day conference at Knowsley Hall, the
ancestral home of the Derbys on the theme of Conservative Foreign Policy
in the 19th Century. We will send out details to members in the next couple of months. We shall also be starting work on compiling the Dictionary
of Conservative Biography. The CHG Committee has formed a Steering

Group, under the chairmanship of Lord
Norton of Louth, to take this project
forward. The book will be published in
2005 and contain biographies of more
than 300 figures in Conservative political history and thought.
Finally, I would like to pay a personal tribute to Lord Blake, who
sadly died a few days before this
issue went to press. Every member
of the CHG will have read at least
one of Blake's books and we mourn
his passing. John Charmley has written an obituary for this issue but we will be paying proper tribute to
Robert Blake in next Spring's issue. Also in the next issue will be the
first part of a two part article by Dr Caroline Jackson MEP on the
first British MEPs.
I do hope you enjoy the articles that appear in the following pages.
If you have any ideas for articles in future issues please do let me
know.
IAIN DALE

Conservative
History Group
annual dinner

Guest Speaker

Lord Salisbury
(the former Viscount Cranborne)

“The Cecils and the Conservative Party”
10 November 2003
Commonwealth Club, Northumberland Avenue, London, SW1
7.30 for 8pm
Tickets £50 to members, £60 to non-members
Email info@conservativehistory.org.uk or send a cheque mad payable to the
Conservative History Group
to Iain Dale,Politico’s 8 Artillery Row, London SW1P 1RZ
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The Conservative History Group
Future Events
October 7th, 9.30am–11am
Douglas Hurd: My Life in Politics
Spanish Hall, Winter Gardens, Blackpool Conservative Party
Conference Fringe Event
November 10th
Annual Dinner, Commonwealth Club, London
Guest Speaker: Lord Salisbury, who will speak on “The Cecils and
the Conservative Party”, introduced by Rt Hon Gillian Shephard MP

March 2004
Conservative Foreign Policy in the 19th Century
Two day residential conference at Knowsley Hall
May 2004
Annual Lecture
June 2004
The History of the Conservative Whips Office
Guest Speaker: Tim Renton (Lord Renton of Mount Harry)

November, date tbc
Memories of Denis Thatcher
Guest Speaker Carol Thatcher. This meeting will be followed by the
AGM and election of a new committee

July 2004
The Fall of the Chamberlain Government
Joint meeting with the Liberal Democrat and Labour History Groups

January 2004
Visit to the Party's Archives at the Bodleian Library, Oxford

June/July 2004
Visit to the Churchill and Thatcher archives, Cambridge

Membership
As the Conservative Party regroups after two general election defeats, learning from history is perhaps more vital than ever, We formed the
Conservative History Group in the Autumn of 2002 to promote the discussion and debate of all aspects of Conservative history. We have
organised a wide-ranging programme of speaker meetings in our first year and with the bi-annual publication of the Conservative History
Journal, we hope to provide a forum for serious and indepth articles on Conservative history, biographies of leading and more obscure
Conservative figures, as well as book reviews and profiles.
In only nine months we have attracted several hundred paid up members, including more than 80 MPs and Peers. For an annual subscription
of only £15 you will receive invites to all our events as well as complimentary copies of the Conservative History Journal twice a year. We
very much hope you will want to join us and become part of one of the Conservative Party's most vibrant discussion groups.

Please fill in and return the form below if you would like to join the Conservative History Group

Name ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Email ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone _______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Send your details with your subscription of £15 to Conservative History Group, PO Box 42119, London SW8 1WJ
Or you can join online at www.politicos.co.uk
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Lord Blake of Braydeston, 1916–2003
John Charmley remembers a great Conservative historian

T

he passing of
Lord Blake
deserves, and
will receive,
greater notice in
this journal, but this issue
cannot pass without it being
noted. Other obituaries give
the details of his extremely
distinguished career as an
academic and a public figure,
but for readers of this journal
it is as the historian of the
modern Conservative Party
that he should be noted.
Robert Blake brought his
own conservative sympathies
to what has become the standard text for generations of
undergraduates, his ‘The
Conservative Party from Peel
to Churchill' (later, to
Thatcher, and still later to
Major). Blake's Conservative
Party was a One Nation party,
and his heroes, so far as he
had them, were those who
stood in that tradition: he
admired, but did not like Peel,
whilst he liked, but did not
admire Disraeli. He did not
share the adulation for
Salisbury that became common in some circles in the
1980s, but a shrewd judge of
these things, he recommended
Andrew Roberts as the best
possible biographer of the
great Marquess. Above all, he
admired Churchill, even if he

did not think he was much of
a Conservative. Edward Heath
remained an admired, if much
misunderstood figure. On
Mrs. Thatcher he was
admirably judicious, but her
brand of conservatism was
not his. His contribution to
the history of the Party went
beyond that. He was on the
editorial board of the the
multi-volume history of the
Party, which he lived long

Blake's Conservative Party was
“a One
Nation party, and his heroes,
so far as he had them, were those
who stood in that tradition

”

enough to see published, and
which will stand as the best of
its type, with every volume
making a great contribution to
the political history of its
period: it is enough to say that
Lord Blake's judgement here,
as elsewhere, was impeccable.
But it is as Disraeli's biographer that his name will live
longest. It is no mean feat to
produce a one volume life of
Disraeli, and to produce one
that is still in print forty
years later is something else;
to have produced one that
still dominates the field is to
have produced that rarest of
things – a genuine classic. It

is hard to recollect how daring Blake was. In an era
where deference towards
politicians was still common,
he produces a Disraeli shorn
of the legend: a speculating
libertine whose main aim in
politics was to rise to the top
of the greasy pole; but such
is Blake's mastery of his subject that the reader can still
admire the great charlatan.
Moreover, by the end of the
book, Disraeli has risen
beyond his defects , and we
can understand why he made
the impact he did.
Robert Blake's own understanding of politics informed
his writing, and we get that
rarest of sensations when
reading his books - the feeling that this was how politics really worked. There can
be no reader of this Journal
who has not read his work,
and there are many who
knew him well personally,
and they will know how
much that genial yet sharp
wit informs his work. He
was a beautiful stylist with a
rare gift for intelligibility.
His political history was the
best sort and will, like him,
be sorely missed.
Professor John Charmley is
Vice Chairman of the
Conservative History Group.
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The Men Behind the Throne
Baldwin, Churchill and the Abdication Crisis
Julia Fea

E

veryone knows something
about the Abdication.
Whether it is Edward
VIII’s powerful broadcast,
the media’s prolonged
vow of silence or simply the Royal
Family’s unsurprising dislike of
Wallis Simpson, the mix of royalty,
politics and public indignation still
resonates today. New documents
released this year shed further light
on the then Prime Minister, Stanley
Baldwin’s role. His actions were at
least in part influenced by Winston
Churchill’s manoeuvrings, who himself was driven by both personal and
political motives. When news of the
crisis broke in Australia, the Sydney
Labour Daily condemned the ‘political huckstering that has led to this
probable change in Sovereign to suit
the political interests of British
industrial conservatism.’ Even at a
distance of ten thousand miles, it was
clear that the chief protagonists were
not acting solely for king and country.
Baldwin, educated at Harrow and
Cambridge, once considered a career
in the Methodist Church and worked
in the family iron business before
entering Parliament at the age of 41.
He was nearing the end of his third
and final time as Prime Minister
when the Abdication Crisis
occurred. Nowhere else is his brisk,
businessman’s approach more apparent. When Edward first told him he
wanted to marry the American Mrs
Simpson, who was half-way through
her second divorce, his reaction was
instinctive: ‘I think I know our people. They will tolerate a lot in private
life, but they will not stand for this
sort of thing in a public personage.”

Attending the same school was
probably the only factor uniting
Churchill and Baldwin, who shared a
mutual distrust. As the son of a
Duke, Churchill’s natural predisposition towards the English Crown as an
institution was reinforced by the
First World War, when dangerous
‘injuries were wrought’ and dictatorship subsequently stalked Europe.
Only the monarchy in Churchill’s
eyes ‘breasted the current of events”.
Add to this a long-standing friendship with Edward VIII and a political
career which in the mid-1930s was
on the wane, and Churchill’s support
for the King during the Abdication
Crisis hardly comes as a surprise.
Little more surprising is the extent
to which Baldwin managed every
aspect of the crisis. His priority
throughout was to avoid entangling
his administration in complex legislation, which if substantially challenged in the Commons, could bring
his government down. Preserving
the monarchy was of course inherent
in his aims, but Baldwin was a politician to his fingertips and maintaining his government’s position was
paramount. Better abdication than
political meltdown. Even before the
death of George V on 20 January
1936, the Prime Minister had
ensured there was a news blackout
on Edward’s relationship with Mrs
Simpson. Whilst the American and
French press devoted many column
inches to the couple’s antics,
Baldwin secured a consensus
amongst the British press. In a tone
of deference that Downing Street
today can only dream of, H A
Gwynne, the editor of the Morning
Post, reassured Baldwin in a person-
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al letter that if ‘The Great Silence’
was broken, ‘The result would be a
deadly blow to the Monarchy...in such
a delicate matter as this, the Press
should follow the Government and
not dictate to it.’ Meanwhile, the
Chairman of the BBC and personal
friend of Baldwin’s, Sir John Reith,
reassured him that his organisation
would never mention her name.
Despite all this, it can’t have escaped
Baldwin’s notice that the political
intriguer Max Beaverbrook, editor of
the Express and friend of Churchill’s,
was itching to start trouble for the
Government.
As Gwynne had
warned Baldwin, the time bomb was

Baldwin’s job of containing the
“newspapers’
“power without
responsibility”, as he saw it, would have
been far easier were it not for Edward’s
popularity at home and throughout much of
the Empire

”

ticking.
Baldwin’s job of containing the
newspapers’ ‘power without responsibility”, as he saw it, would have been
far easier were it not for Edward’s
popularity at home and throughout
much of the Empire. To start with, he
had as much of a war record as a
Prince of Wales is ever permitted.
Edward belonged to the generation
wiped out by the First World War and
the deaths of several friends plus four
years on the Western Front, admittedly removed from personal danger, left
him with a life-long respect for servicemen. He showed this to dazzling

The Men Behind The Throne
effect on his international tours in the
1920s, conversing in Hindi with military pensioners in India and paying
special attention to the ‘diggers’ (soldiers who had served in the trenches)
in Australia. The respect was mutual.
On the last Sunday of Edward’s reign,
Baldwin was warned that there would
be an ex-servicemen’s revolution if he
abdicated. The young King also
demonstrated concern for the poor,
both at home and abroad. Add in to
the mix youth, good looks and a lack
of pretension and it’s easy to see why
much of the press was willing to forgive him his more self-indulgent
behaviour.
Baldwin did not have that luxury.
Edward met him on 25 November and
reneged on a promise to abdicate he
made to him nine days earlier. His
success on a tour of deprived areas of
Wales had buoyed his confidence: he
now wanted a morganatic marriage.
Baldwin was dismayed. He pointed
out that this would require new legislation in both Britain and the
Dominions to amend the Act of
Settlement, which he believed would
be
universally
unacceptable.
Subsequent conversations with the
Archbishop of Canterbury, Cosmo
Lang, left Baldwin in no doubt that
Edward could not be trusted to see
through such an arrangement. That
the idea was backed by both Churchill
and the editor of the Daily Mail,
Esmond Harmsworth, who persuaded
Mrs Simpson of its worth and whom
Baldwin loathed, made it even more
repugnant to him. Above all, Baldwin
desperately wanted to prevent open
warfare between the monarch and his
ministers, which would be the
inevitable result of attempting to push
through such constitutional upheaval.
Clement Attlee warned him that any
kind of marriage to Mrs Simpson
would be unacceptable to Labour voters. Baldwin believed the same
applied to the public as a whole. Now
it was time to consult the Cabinet and
the Dominions.
To Baldwin’s relief, every one of
his Cabinet colleagues rejected the
idea of a morganatic marriage. Not
least among their concerns was sav-

ing their own political skins. There
was some anxiety in the cabinet meeting of 27 November that if Edward
refused his ministers’ advice, and the
government was forced to resign,
would Churchill form an alternative
administration. Despite the risk, the
Cabinet was adamant. They had
scented blood and were in no mood to
compromise with the young King.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Neville Chamberlain, warned a morganatic marriage ‘would only be the
prelude to the further step of making
Mrs S Queen with full rights.’ It
remained, however, one of the three
options put to the Dominions, the others being a marriage with Wallis
becoming Queen and ‘voluntary abdication’ in favour of Edward’s eldest
brother, the Duke of York. The campaign for the Empire’s hearts and
minds was underway and it was one
that Baldwin knew he could win.
The assault was conducted by
telegram - nearly a thousand
telegrams were issued by Downing
Street to the Dominions between 25
November and 12 December - and
Baldwin was careful throughout to
word them as to ensure he got his way.
The first round stressed that abdication was the favoured option. The
Dominions of course had to decide
for themselves but the morganatic
marriage option came with the health
warning of ‘necessary legislation’.

The recipients got the hint, bar the
odd temporary glitch. Australia
believed that abdication ‘would fully
repair the prestige of the monarchy
which had been gravely shaken by
recent events.’ South Africa saw it,
rather melodramatically, as ‘the lesser
of very grave evils’ and that a morganatic marriage would be a ‘permanent
wound’. Canada too fell into line,
though she pointed out that abdication
must be voluntary and not seen to be
imposed by the Government or else
‘public opinion would be sharply
divided.’
This just left New Zealand and the
Irish Free State. Replying two days
later than the others, on 2 December,
New Zealand put her hand up for a
morganatic marriage, believing it
‘would be acceptable to the majority
of the people of New Zealand’. Even
she ended with the caveat that if
Downing Street felt abdication was
the only forward, so be it. Six hours
later, a second telegram arrived. New
Zealand had changed her mind.
Abdication was the ‘only satisfactory
solution’. Downing Street had spoken
and was to be obeyed. Nothing else
so captures the sense that for all his
efforts with the Dominions, Baldwin
was essentially going through the
motions.
This is also illustrated in the handling of the Irish reaction to the crisis,
which is worth examining in some

1936: King Edward VIII
attends the Remembrance
Day service at the Cenotaph
in Whitehall, London. With
his brothers, the Duke of
York (later King George VI),
centre, and the Duke of Kent
(killed during the Second
World War).
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The Men Behind the Throne
detail, as it was the Government’s
only such face-to-face meeting.
Baldwin left it to Sir Henry
Batterbee, the Under-Secretary
of State for the Dominions, to put
the case for abdication to the
Irish leader, Eamon de Valera.
The meeting took place at
Downing Street on 29 November.
De Valera believed that ‘a voluntary abdication would be equivalent to a death’ and that a morganatic marriage for the Protestant
Edward was the best option. He
also wanted to avoid a potentially
harmful debate in the Dail - he
had his own plans for how to ease
the monarchy out of Ireland.
Batterbee panicked and pointed
out that Ireland would find herself clinging on to Edward as her
king ‘after he had ceased to be
king in other parts of the
Empire’. He added that the
Crown was regarded ‘with an
almost religious veneration and
all our information went to show
that public opinion in this country...would not tolerate the king
marrying a woman of the nature
of Mrs Simpson - Caesar’s wife
must be above suspicion.’ De
Valera was ‘clearly impressed’,
as he was by Batterbee’s plea that
‘the British monarchy was a pillar of stability against the forces
of Bolshevism so its integrity
must be preserved’. Batterbee
could afterwards breathe a sigh
of relief that his weighty rhetoric
had brought Ireland on side.
If only, Baldwin doubtless
wished, the same could be said of
Churchill. He had followed the
pattern he established for himself
in 1935, when he made a naive
plea on Edward’s behalf: ‘What
crime has [he] committed? Have
we not sworn allegiance to
him...Is he seeking to do anything that is not permitted to the
meanest of his subjects?” Even a
child could point out that Edward
could not be treated like an ordinary member of the public.
Churchill repeatedly asked for
delay and on several occasions in

the House of Commons asked
Baldwin for an assurance that
‘no irrevocable step will be taken
before a formal statement has
been made to Parliament.’ This
was not a wise policy. ‘In the
House today,’ Harold Nicholson
wrote to his wife on 7 December
1936, [Winston (whose line is
‘let the King choose his girl’)
suffered an utter defeat. He
almost lost his head and he certainly lost his command of the
House.’
Despite
his
ham-fisted
approach, Baldwin feared that
Churchill might still exploit popular support for Edward to form
a ‘King’s Party’. Baldwin had
learnt that about forty Tory members would probably support
Churchill, less than a tenth of the
entire parliamentary party but

him to pick out Leslie HoreBelisha, Sir Samuel Hoare and
William Morrison for top jobs.
His plotting was common knowledge. But as the subsequent days
would show, the man who within
five years would rally the British
people with every word he
uttered, had miscalculated the
public mood.
The ‘Great Silence’ of the
press was shattered on 3
December, following remarks by
the Bishop of Bradford alluding
to the King’s situation, that he
was ‘in need of divine grace”.
As the floodgates opened, the
press lined up to take sides, the
Times being a mouthpiece for
Downing Street, the tabloids
sympathising with Edward. MPs
were deluged by thousands of
letters from constituents critical

were deluged by thousands of letters
“fromMPsconstituents
critical of the King. But
Baldwin wasn’t taking any chances
”
nonetheless a substantial base.
Chips Channon confided in his
diary that there would be even
more support: ‘Belisha is a secret
Cavalier and there are many in
the Cabinet.’ If Edward refused
to follow his ministers’ advice,
Baldwin and his colleagues
would have no choice but to
resign.
On 5 December, the day after
dining alone with Edward at his
Berkshire retreat, Fort Belvedere,
Churchill issued a statement
spelling out the constitutional
facts. ‘[The King’s Ministers]
have no right whatever to put
pressure upon him to accept their
advice by soliciting beforehand
assurances from the Leader of
the Opposition that he will not
form an alternative administration in the event of their resignation.’ Churchill was already considering his own alternative government. Lord Cottenham helped
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of the King. But Baldwin wasn’t
taking any chances. He refused
to sanction Edward’s request for
a broadcast which he hoped
would sway public opinion in
favour of him marrying and
remaining king. The Prime
Minister said that such a broadcast would be constitutionally
impossible, as the monarch
could only say what his ministers
allowed. Baldwin smelt the
hand of Churchill in all this and
he was correct, Churchill had
indeed helped to write some of
the speech. Even if Baldwin had
permitted the broadcast, it is
uncertain how the British public
would have reacted to the sentimentality of such pleas as: ‘It
has taken me a long time to find
the woman I want to make my
wife. Without her, I have been a
very lonely man.’ Baldwin was
well aware of the power of radio,
which he himself frequently

used to full effect. He took the
precaution of contacting Sir
John Reith to ensure no surreptitious broadcast took place.
He needn’t have worried. By
now, the fight was already going
out of Edward and on 8
December, he confirmed to
Baldwin he was prepared to abdicate. The Cabinet set to work
drafting the Instrument of
Abdication but there was a major
hitch: the King acted on the
advice of his ministers. How was
Baldwin to avoid charges of
applying pressure and clarify that
Edward was acting in his personal capacity. The Home Secretary,
Sir Thomas Inskip, had a brain
wave: the document would be
witnessed not by any minister but
by the King’s brothers. The final
hurdle cleared, Edward VIII
abdicated on 10 December and
this time there was a broadcast,
written of course by Downing
Street.
It is ironic that as the clouds
gathered over the monarchy, it
was rescued not by a hierarchyloving aristocrat but by a
Methodist businessman. Baldwin once said that ‘The attainment of an ideal is often the
beginning of a disillusion.” It
was indeed his own sentimental
detachment that enabled him to
cut through Edward’s procrastination and deliver the blow
which actually saved the throne.
Equally, it was Churchill’s devotion to the Crown as an institution that was his undoing in the
crisis, casting a temporary
blight
on
his
career.
‘Monarchical Number One’, as
Churchill’s wife Clementine
called him, allowed his political
vision to be fogged by emotion
and ambition. Baldwin was a
constitutionalist, Churchill an
institutionalist. Each had their
finest hour and this was
Baldwin’s.
Julia Fea is a political journalist
and researcher.

Lessons from
History

Simon Jenkins responds to David
Willetts’ Conservative History Group
lecture published in the last issue
of the Conservative History Journal

I

f the Conservative Party is
to learn from its past experience of Oppositions the
exercise must go way
beyond David Willetts’
apologia in the first issue of the
Conservative History Journal.
Any learning platform must, as
Willetts pleads, “emerge from
political practice” rather than
from a recourse to naive ideology. But the allusion to the party’s
stance against the Blair goverment’s centralism suggests that
much still has to be learnt from
the defeats of 1997 and 2001.
They were partly a public reaction to 18 years of one-party
domination. But they also arose
from an ideological failure of
Conservatism, a falling in love
with statism induced by so long
a period of rule.
Party hagiography understandably
regards
the
Thatcher/Major years as a golden age. They were a period of
intense political struggle, when
many of the wrongs of postwar
Britain
were
righted.
Monopolistic labour practices
were confronted, as was structural conservatism in commerce
and finance. The outcome was
astonishingly successful, witness
Britain’s continued strength in
world markets. On this basis,
electoral unpopularity could be
seen as like that experienced by
Churchill in 1945, an act of
monstrous public ingratitude in
the face of triumph.
The 1945 defeat saw the

Conservatives engage in a bout
of self-examination. This led to
the resurgence of the party in the
1950s, based on a determination
to free Britain from heavy-handed nationalisation and the climate of red tape and restriction
required by the wartime comman
economy. No promise was more
popular than the 1951 “bonfire
of controls”. There has been no
such self-examination today.
Such is the iconic status of
Thatcherism to the party that it
still cannot see the shortcomings
that led to its rejection by the
electorate.
Willetts’ most intriguing
offering is a “Tory critique of
Labour’s centralisation”. This is
a jaw-dropping volte face from a
champion of Conservatism’s
1990s centralism. It ignores the
historical truism that all governments tend to be centralist and
all Oppositions localist. More
crucial, it appears to deny that
almost every feature of the present government’s centralism was
begun by the Tory government.
Willetts rightly lists the challenges facing the “new localism”, such as how to tolerate
postcode lotteries and variable
standards of service delivery.
But stating these familiar challenges is easy. He does not meet
them, any more than does any
member of his front bench. The
leader, Iain Duncan Smith, is
disinclined to abandon “something to be done” as a stock
response to every public sector

issue before Parliament. Despite
recent a promise to delegate control to local institutions (how
often heard before!) on such critical issues as local government
finance, elected mayors and the
survival of county councils the
party is largely silent. I sense
Willetts and his leader are fairweather friends to localism.
The reforms to the market
economy instituted by Mrs
Thatcher after 1982 were accompanied by a reinforcement of
central authority as ruthless as
anything seen since the Attlee
government. The assertion of
strong Treasury management,
begun by Denis Healey in 1976,
was pursued by successive Tory
Chancellors, notably Nigel
Lawson and Kenneth Clarke.
Treasury control - the “command economy of the public sector” - became the essence of
Conservative fiscal discipline.
When I interviewed her on the
subject, Mrs Thatcher would
always say, “I must have more
central power to oppose
Socialism”. She was shamelessly
opposed to such traditional Tory
pluralism as civic independence,
county autonomy and university
freedom. They were Trojan horses for socialism.
Tory political appointments to
health authorities, coupled with
relentless bureacratisation, brought about the final “nationalisation” of the NHS. Planned university finance was a Tory, not a
Labour, innovation. School tar-

getry was foreshadowed by John
Patten and Gillian Shephard. The
micromanagement of prisons
was introduced by Michael
Howard. Most drastic was the
shift of power from local councils to central government. Mrs
Thatcher put local councils in
the same category as the unions
and Labour Party. Beyond the
City of Westminster she seemed
unaware
that
any
were
Conservative.
The Conservative campaign to
curb local government spending
in the 1980s was deeply ironic.
For three years after 1979 it
worked, largely because Michael
Heseltine at the environment
department used the informal
mechanism of central grant to
restrain expenditure. Throughout
the 1980s, and contrary to
Thatcherite myth, local spending
trailed central spending, admittedly helped by a battery of
interventions, culminating in
formal rate-capping. After nine
years of Tory government, on the
eve of the introduction of the
poll tax, local spending was a
smaller proportion of public
spending than national. This
trend stopped with the introduction of the poll tax in 1989/90.
Councils were now assailed by
annual changes in their finances,
including the swift abolition of
the poll tax.
These reforms, of which the
poll tax was only a sideshow,
shifted the burden of local
expenditure from local to central
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revenue. By the end of the Tory
period, only some 15 per cent of
local government was covered
by local taxes. As for the amount
that could be considered susceptible to local discretion, it
declined from 60 per cent to
roughly 5 per cent. Local councils became de facto agencies of
the Treasury. Though poll tax
had, naively, been intended to
give local taxation “accountability bite”, its capping by a hostile
Treasury vitiated that, a point
Mrs Thatcher conceded in her
memoirs. Spending on housing,
roads and schools was increasingly ring-fenced and made
dependent on central initiatives.
When central spending on the
arts was soaring, local spending
was actually contracting. At a
time when other European states
were moving towards devolution, Britain was moving fast in
the opposite direction. As control passed to central government, so too did accountability.
In every sense, local government
in Britain lost power under the
Tories.
The political consequence for
British Conservatism went largely unnoticed by the party. The
chief casualties were the counties, one-time mini-regions and
bastions of Tory activism. They
confronted a cabinet obsessed
with unitary, single-tier authorities, an obsession which, under
John Gummer at the environment department, became a crusade. By the time Labour took
over in 1997, council staff were
answering chiefly to Whitehall
directives and targets, not to
elected councillors. They was
gazing at over 600 performance
indicators, backed by teams of
visiting inspectors and a new
bureaucracy of government
regional offices.
The effect of this centralisation was twofold. It enervated
what de Tocqueville called “the
habit of association”. By stripping power from local councils,

the Conservative government
played into the hands of that
bugbear of Labour rule, “the
man in Whitehall knows best”.
An ideological stance against big
government and the steamroller
of “democratic centralism” was
abandoned and the territorial
pluralism traditionally associated with Conservative governments everywhere was neglected. It was as if Mrs Thatcher and
John Major fell in love not just
with the trappings of office but
with the wielding of governmental power itself. That both felt
impotent, and said so, illustrates
the psychological paradox so
often associated with those long
in office.
A degree of local autonomy is
the essence of pluralist democracy
in America, Germany, Italy and
France. In Britain in the 1980s
and 1990s it collapsed. The Tories
blocked devolution to Scotland,
Wales and the big English cities.
British urban renewal lagged far
behind elsewhere in Europe and
America as a result. The ideology
of self-help and independence
that defined Thatcherism in the
private sector was ignored in the
public. The Conservative Party
became increasingly a head without a body, and a head based in
London. To enjoy local power a
Tory had to ingratiate himself
with the national party to win
nomination to a local or regional
quango.
The party’s neglect of elected
mayors was extraordinary. This
institution harked back to the
party’s tradition strength in the
great mercantile cities. It has
already proved a gift to “independent” candidates, another
once-prized Tory label. Had the
party campaigned vigorously for
mayors it would have enjoyed
not just power in a dozen cities
by now, but also a welcome
injection of new local talent into
its ranks.
A second consequence of Tory
centralism followed from this.
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Since the days of Trollope, local
government offered Conservatism
a recruiting ground, to balance
Labour’s dependence on the union
movement. The 1995 Commission
on Local Democracy calculated
that for every one person actively
involved in national politics, a
hundred people were involved in
local. The former might be the
officer class, but the latter were the
fighting troops. Running the local
council and sitting on its committees was not just a satisfaction for
tens of thousands of Tory activists.
It was their reward, a vehicle for
local power and patronage.
Though evidence is largely
anecdotal and membership figures are no guide, in the 1990s
thousands of workers either
deserted the party for the Liberal
Democrats or simply stayed at
home. I recently studied two
contrasting areas of traditional
Tory support, Hampshire and
suburban Lewisham. In both, the
election of non-Conservative
MPs was once unthinkable. Both
were sustained by vigorous and
well-attended party branches. In
the 1990s Labour and/or Liberal
Democrats moved into the
ascendant. Two once-safe Tory
seats in Lewisham have vanished
completely. Winchester, unbelievably, is now Liberal.
In cities such as Manchester,
Liverpool, Newcastle and Leeds
Conservatism is near extinct.
Liberal Democrats are the chief,
often the sole, alternative to the
Labour Party. Liberals had
always honoured the maxim that
“all politics is local”. The
Conservative Party disagreed. It
once ran Birmingham, Bristol
and London. Today it has no
MPs at all in the first two (unless
we count Solihull) and in the
metropolis is largely confined to
West London. With the Labour
government now facing acute
unpopularity, the Conservatives
have few bases of active support
on which to build. For 18 years,
the party’s generals in effect told

their local brigades to disband
and go home. Any party can find
a new leader. Few leaders can
find a new party.
The lesson learned by the
Conservatives in 1950 was that all
governments grow too big and too
interventionist. That lesson is true
historically and happens to accord
with classic Conservative ideology. It is hard to imagine a government more vulnerable to “a bonfire of controls” than the present
one. But this means a coherent
programme of decentralism, not
just a promise of more power to
local institutions. It means devolution to subsidiary layers of democracy where once lay the
Conservative Party’s strength. It
means an Opposition pledging
itself to a dismantling of batteries
of Treasury control and central
audit. It requires a clear demarkation of standards to be considered
local, and therefore variable, and
those to be fixed centrally. It
means no more jeering at “postcode lotteries”. Localism, as any
student of American politics
knows, is democracy warts-andall.
The centripetal forces of
British government are unrestrained by constitutional protection or convention. They also
infect
Oppositions.
The
Conservative Party continues to
disregard the current threat to
county democracy, as it disregards elected mayors as Trojan
horses to be driven into the heart
of Labour cities. Willetts’ article
barely mentioned local government. The Conservatives still
regard it as hostile territory.
Until they can overcome that
hostility, they will not learn the
lessons of Opposition or regain
the reins of power.
Simon Jenkins was chairman of
the Commission on Local
Democracy, 1995, and author of
Accountable to None: the Tory
nationalisation of Britain, published by Penguin

Endless

Opposition
Adrian Brettle takes a look back at the last periods when the
Conservatives were in seemingly endless opposition and
assesses whether there are any lessons for the party today.

T

he fact that Gordon
Brown has recently
delivered his seventh
budget brings home the
reality that this government is now entering the longevity
lists, at any rate for non-conservative
administrations. (Even though Brown
of course delivered the unnecessary
emergency budget immediately
hence he delivered two in his first
year). The next 12 months will ensure
that it will pass both the Wilson
(1964-70) and Attlee (1945-51) in
terms of duration. This will mean that
the Conservatives will soon be experiencing the longest period of opposition since the days of Asquith and
will have to undergo the fact that
once again they are not the natural
party of government and it will be
they who are the lesser known inexperienced legislators in Westminster.
It is to this and the mid Victorian
period of Liberal ascendancy culminating in the Palmerston-Russell
administration of 1859-66 that we
should seek to find parallels for the
present
predicament
of
the
Conservatives.
In both cases the Governments
were led or were dominated by
exceedingly popular charismatic
statesmen perceived to be operating
from the reassuring right wing of the
governing party – the moderate cen-

tre-left. Blair has his role models in
the executive Whig Palmerston and
the Liberal Imperialist Asquith.
Behind them were figures that were
emphatically perceived to be more to
the “left” or “radical” to steady or
rally the faithful and preserve party
unity. Representing in Palmerston’s
eventual harnessing of Russell
(reform) and Gladstone (finance) and
Asquith’s titular leader Campbell
Bannerman and then lieutenant Lloyd
George both again representing different more radical Liberal traditions.

the Conservatives will soon be
“experiencing
the longest period of
opposition since the days of Asquith

It may be simplistic to view characters in this light but the similarities
should not be ignored. Indeed, if
there are parallels in government then
surely it may be able to draw parallels
with the opposition also and perhaps
point the way forward for the 21st
Century Conservative opposition?
As with leaders as with policy or at
any rate its execution. The tactic of the
appropriation of a “Conservative foreign policy” by a non-Conservative
government. Blair’s mastery of the
debate over Iraq and the alignment of

”

his policy with Washington – a repeat
of Thatcher and Major in 1990-1 - is
the latter day equivalent of what was
also successfully practiced by his non
Conservative predecessor. In the 2
previous periods of non-Conservative
dominance similar policy trespass
was carried out. Palmerston’s
Canningite policy from the Civis
Romanus Sum of Don Pacifico in
1850 onward both has a moral echo in
Blair’s pronouncements and a
grounding in his Liberal-Tory
apprenticeship under Canning and
Liverpool in the 1820s. Sir Edward
Grey, Liberal Foreign Secretary for
over a decade under Campbell
Bannerman and Asquith, also emphasised continuity in foreign policy. It is
interesting also to note that the Attlee
Government did also have a
Continuity Foreign Secretary (despite
appearances) – Bevin – whose ill
health and death contributed to that
government’s departure from office
(he also represented that key second
figure of the Government which is
explored below).
The second characteristic of nonConservative long-lived government
is the “dynamic force” – echoing
Baldwin’s Carlton Club comment on
the ultimate force of dynamism –
Lloyd George. The key dynamic is
that the leader figure – Blair,
Asquith, Palmerston – has a strong
number two who “makes the weather” and at the same time because he
represents a different strand within
the party or simple radicalism
strengthens the power base of the
leadership in 2 ways: firstly by grafting support on who might otherwise
by alienated because of their idol’s
“unequivocal” support for the leader
and secondly the challenge can be
presented to the leader’s own supporters – if they start drifting - look if
I go look who will support me?
Gordon Brown rather than being
unique has his parallels in Lloyd
George and Gladstone. Although
both Russell and Sir Edward Grey
had seniority claims (& the former
did briefly succeed Palmerston as
PM) no one had any doubt as to
where the future lay.
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Taking these two characteristics
together this gives the party a firm
grip on the levers of power. Derby
and Disraeli recognised from 1855 at
the latest (or even 1852) that
Palmerston’s qualities made him
unbeatable as a foe (which did not try
and stop them recruiting him to join
their short lived 1850s governments
– such was the fluidity of politics at
that time). By the time of the Willis

Gordon Brown rather than being
“unique
has his parallels in Lloyd George
and Gladstone
”
Room meeting in 1859 the Liberal
Party came into being from into
being from its Whig, Radical and
Peelite blocks, the incipient dominance of the non Conservatives was
confirmed. From then on it was a
case of waiting for Palmerston to die
– Derby, it does have to be said, displayed the same lack of hunger for
office as some in the Conservative
Party today. Indeed the strategy was
to support Palmerston if necessary
and effectively cooperate with him
against his Radical and Pro-reform
wing, represented by Russell and,
increasingly “the People’s William”
Gladstone. The parallel with the Iraq
debate is compelling, the last thing
the Conservatives wanted was for
Blair to fall when you saw who the

The Conservatives usually win
“mandates
in economic crises when
their competence is most in demand

”

likely replacement was to be and
what the policy would then become.
Hence it was necessary for Russell’s
reform bill to fail and for the sleepy
sessions to concentrate on Schleswig
Holstein and Trollopian Episcopal
feuds rather then the Reform, Ballot,
Income tax and Paper Duties.
The moment Palmerston died (the
quiet times are over for us the high
Whig Halifax remarked at the funeral)
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the tempo changed, this time the
Conservatives were only too happy to
cooperate with the “right” wing of the
Liberal Party (the Adullamites as
Bright termed them) and bring the
Government down. This enabled the
Conservatives to bring in legislation of
their own and furthermore start a trend
in tactics that was to culminate in the
de-coupling of the Liberal Unionists
from the non-Conservatives and pave
the way for the Salisburian ascendancy in later decades.
This would be what I hope the
Conservatives will seek to do with
the post Blair remnants of New
Labour. An opportunistic alliance
now with the Cookites and the
Labour left would be suicidal morally and electorally but an alliance
against the left wing has the bonus of
embarrassing the Labour leadership
and of recapturing the centre ground
on the Conservative’s own terms –
giving a relevance and a message
about the importance of the party to
the electorate who voted Blair and
not Brown into power. The main challenge to this is the fact that Blair is 30
years younger than Palmerston at his
apogee. But no one can mistake the
office fatigue that Blair has unlike his
elderly predecessor. Furthermore his
obvious successor is less content to
wait for dead man’s shoes in this incidence.
In the period 1905 up to the outbreak of the First World War the
Conservatives also faced challenges
that are familiar today: triple electoral defeat, a perceived weak leadership, deep divisions and disaffection
amongst the “party faithful”. It is of
course easy to exaggerate and electorally the party appeared to bounce
back from the cataclysm of 1906 (157
seats compared with 166 today) with
over a 100-seat gain in January 1910
(& a recovery soon after 1906 in byelections) that contrasts with the flat
lining today. However, and this is
important, it did seem set fair for a
further defeat in 1915 had war not
intervened.
Why was the “natural party of government” then looking like being
condemned to permanent opposition?

As in the mid Victorian period and
now it was a party leadership appearing weak, divisive and dangerous due
to a handicap policy millstone that
renders the party activitists “united”
but easily portrayed as extremist.
Then and now this was combined
with what one could term an inappropriate context for desperate remedies
to operate: an economic boom.
The big issue – the millstone – that
crippled the Conservatives in both
earlier periods was protectionism that
has its offspring in the Europe issue
of today and with a common inheritance. In the same way as Clarke and
Heseltine sitting on the same platform as Blair may seem startling
Protectionism also had the impact of
making strange bedfellows. By
destroying Peel’s Conservative
Government of 1841-6 and bringing
down the next (1852) it enabled the,
at first, tentative and then stronger
formation of the Whig – Radical –
Peelite coalitions that formed the
bedrock of the Palmerstonian ascendancy. The economic environment in
which the country found itself in the
1850s militated against the need for a
Conservative Government and
Protectionism. Quite a contrast to
1841, the trough of a trade depression
that had been gathering pace since
1838 with resultant immense sufferings not coincidentally the same year
as Peel’s great electoral victory. The
Conservatives usually win mandates
in economic crises when their competence is most in demand – it is fatal
to attempt to provide remedies for a
crisis that does not exist then the electorate as shown in 1997 & 2001 and
1859 & 1865 will prefer equipoise
and the status-quo.
The parallels between 1905-14 and
the mid Victorian Tory exile are striking. It is possible to correlate the wax
and wane of the Chamberlainite campaign for Protection and the economic outlook. A short-lived popularity in
the form of by-election successes
coincided with an economic downturn at the end of 1903. This was a
false dawn and it could be argued that
a prolonged export boom was as, if
not more costly, to Chamberlain’s

Endless Opposition
cause than the sledgehammer
rhetoric of Asquith following
him around the country. At least
the boom assisted the latter’s
effective counter argument and
aided a lawyer to master an alien
brief against an industrial magnate on his home turf by a
deployment of an irrefutable
fact: we do not need protection,
we are doing perfectly well
enough without it. Insert Euro
scepticism instead of protection
and you see the Conservative’s
modern day dilemma. By the
time of the 1906 landslide the
recovery was clear for all to see,
a downturn in late 1907 coincided with a spate of Conservative
by-election victories but this
momentum and the downturn
had faded by 1910. Of course
this ignores other critical factors
such as Ireland, Education and
disestablishment but nevertheless it was protection that
became the albatross that Europe
has become – it reduced the
Conservatives’ claim to be a
national party to that of an interest group or sect and a return to
office could only be achieved by
it being dropped or overshadowed by other events.
It is unfortunate that the present day Conservatives are very
concerned about leadership as if
that would be the panacea for all
the problems the party suffers
from. But if there is anything
that precedence tells us it is that
leadership in whatever form cannot countervail against the trend
borne by the forces detailed
above. In both periods the
Conservatives
experimented
with
different
leadership
approaches: such as Lord Derby
and Disraeli and then Balfour
and Bonar Law. Up to 1911 at
any rate the Conservatives often
had a dual leadership from the
Commons and from the Lords.
But throughout the mid
Victorian period Lord Derby was
recognised as the senior leader
as he was from 1846 to his

retirement in 1868. In most
respects he was eminently well
qualified to be prime minister:
brilliant debater, classical scholar, requisite education – Eton &
Christ Church and above all an
unassailable social position.
However he failed because even
a man with such a flawless position, as he could not counteract
the zeitgeist of the liberal ascendancy and the perception of the
Conservatives as a narrow based
interest group.
Despite his flashier style and,
perhaps, more inclusive rhetoric
Derby’s lieutenant in the
Commons for much of the period
Disraeli was no more successful.
His later success should not disguise the fact that in the 1868 election under his leadership the
Conservatives suffered a defeat
more severe that any since the
1830s. The recovery was only generated by the actions and behaviour of Gladstone’s administration
of 1868-74 and when Disraeli
beheld a range of exhausted volcanoes he put his finger on the issue
that would lead to the
Conservative’s coming out of the
wilderness – a broader coalition of
forces distrustful of the activity of
Gladstone coalescing under the
Conservatives’ leadership. A combination of excellent commons
tactics and a few (very few) wellchosen speeches meant that most
of what Disraeli had to do was to
sit back and wait for victory to fall
into his lap.
Balfour in 1905 became leader
of the opposition having been
prime minister. As the “enough of
this foolery” slap down by
Campbell Bannerman showed
Balfour was someone who found
the adaptation to the politics of
opposition difficult. He rapidly
regained dominance in the House
of Commons however but none of
skill in debate that served him so
well in government could assist
him here. Balfour’s travails seem
very similar to those of Hague
and Duncan Smith: constant crit-

icism of him from the benches
behind, due to lack of “leadership”, failure to achieve clear
blue water in protection etc, leading after the failure to save the
Lords from the Parliament Act in
1911 to a more concerted campaign to oust him. As now the
Conservatives then confused failure with lack of leadership and
thought that the contrasting skills
of Bonar Law were better suited
to the opposition than Balfour’s
elegance.
Bonar Law became opposition
leader by accident in 1911
because the 2 leading contenders
– Austen Chamberlain and Walter
Long cancelled each other out.
Lloyd George referred to the
Conservatives stumbling on the
right man by accident in pushing
him to the leadership. However
this is from a later perspective of
the great service Bonar Law performed in the rather different
environment of war coalition politics: as Lloyd George’s
Chancellor of the Exchequer. In
the period up to the war he was as
unsuccessful as Balfour in spite
of being his absolute antithesis in
background, manner, interests
and, at least in debate, more
extreme views. He was able to
barely keep the party together and
the means by which he did, the
playing of the Orange Card of
Ulster, were storing up trouble for
him in the future. Many leading
Conservatives were operating
“outside” the party apparatus as
floating statesmen who did not
need the mooring of the party –
Clarke and Heseltine sitting with
Blair on the Britain in Europe
platform have their precursors
with ex leader Balfour sitting
with the Liberal Government in
the Committee of Imperial
Defence and Olympian figures
such as Curzon barely concealing
their contempt of their nominal
leader. All this suited Asquith and
the maintenance of the Liberal
party as the increasingly natural
Party of Government.

For the Conservatives now the
contrasting styles of Hague and
Duncan Smith have been equally
unsuccessful. But this lack of
success is not something that can
be attributed to failings on their
part and a witch-hunt for Duncan
Smith as a result of any perceived
lack of success in the Local
Government Elections would be
ill advised. If the patterns of the
last two occurrences is to repeat
themselves to enable the
Conservatives to return to power
the following has to happen:
• The popular Prime Minister
dies, retires or is forced out
together with his personalised
“conservative foreign policy”
• The popular leader’s replacement is the dynamic Number
Two.
• The economic conditions worsen
• From the above the potency of
the bloc against the Conservatives breaks up
At this time in 2003 the leader
remains in place but the sequence
of events detailed above are now
more likely to happen than at any
time since 1997. The frustrating
part is that the Conservatives can
do little but be spectators in this
drama: be vigilant at all time and
as Disraeli did – act as a facilitator
for the break down of the weakening adhesion that binds the seemingly preponderant forces opposite together. Another bout of
introspective and pointless leadership activity would not make the
slightest difference. Indeed by not
functioning as watchful facilitators the Conservatives would
allow the Liberal Democrats the
opportunity to develop further
their opposition credentials.

A graduate in History from
Cambridge, Adrian Brettle is
currently Chairman of his
local Conservative ward
in Westminster.
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NO CHANGE,
NO CHANCE
ECONOMIC FAILURE AND THE 1995 TORY LEADERSHIP CRISIS

STEPHEN BARBER

I

n 1995, John Major briefly joined
the distinguished ranks of
Churchill, Macdonald and Lloyd
George, becoming the fourth
politician of the twentieth century
to hold the office of Prime Minister
without being leader of a party. In
June of that year, an exasperated
Major, fed up with dissent within his
Parliamentary party, resigned the
Conservative leadership, forcing a
contest among Tory MPs in which he
was to be a candidate.
That Major was pushed into such
an unprecedented position is reflective
of the state of the Conservative Party
during the mid 1990s. Given the
events which propelled him to the premiership, however, Major should have
realised that he had placed himself in
a position from which he could not
possibly win.
This article examines the events
surrounding the Conservative
party’s leadership crisis of 1995. It
considers the role of the ERM crisis
in explaining why it happened and
the implications of Major’s victory
for the Tory party compared with the
leadership contest of 1990.
Although including a chronology of
events, it does not seek to examine
the candidates’ respective campaigns or the electoral process, since
these have been dealt with in detail
elsewhere1.
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Explaining the Resignation: The
Legacy of the ERM
Even for those following events closely, John Major’s calm resignation in
the picturesque surroundings of the
Downing Street rose garden, was
something of a shock. For Major, it
reflected near exhaustion at handling a
temperamental party and a desire for
his detractors to ‘put up or shut up’.
The issue over which his party had
manifestly not ‘shut up’ over was that
of Europe and the ongoing issue of the
single currency.
For the Conservative Party, breakdown at the hands of the European
Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) in
1992 represented a lethal mix of
Europe and failed economic policy.
Such a mix forms a greater part in
explaining why Major felt he needed
to force a leadership contest in 1995.
It represents the point at which his
government’s economic direction was
seen to have stalled and the moment
from which open warfare broke out
within the party over Europe. It was
also the point at which the once loyal
Tory press, all but abandoned Major2.
Having unexpectedly delivered victory at the 1992 polls with the slender
majority of just twenty-one, John
Major’s new government enjoyed the
briefest of honeymoons. Just months
into its existence, economic crisis
loomed as the position of Sterling

within the European Exchange Rate
Mechanism (ERM) became increasingly vulnerable.
Major and
Chancellor Norman Lamont were prepared to stake their political reputations on Sterling and, without any
guarantee of the pound’s security,
rejected calls for the currency to
devalue. Major was a chief architect of
the policy while still Chancellor himself in 1990. Then his Chief Secretary,
Lamont believes the future Prime
Minister pushed the government into
committing to British membership of
the ERM for three basic reasons: pressure from the country; a desire to be in
the mainstream of Europe; a belief
that it would lead to lower inflation
and stable economy3.
The economic situation by 1992,
however, was such that interest rates
were rising for no other reason than to
sustain the position of the pound within the mechanism. The electorate
watched their mortgages rise. At their
peak, Lamont raised interest rates to a
brief yet damaging 15%. The fateful
day, Black Wednesday, 16th
September 1992, Sterling was ejected
from the ERM. While interest rates
fell rapidly, the government’s political
and economic credibility was after
1992 damaged beyond repair. Major
later wrote in his autobiography: “I
went to bed half-convinced my days as
Prime Minister were drawing to a
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close… We had suffered a great
defeat and I was not sure whether
Norman and I could reconstruct
economic policy.”4 Others, even
within the government agreed,
John Redwood had long been a
critic of the mechanism and was
critical that on 17 September, the
Treasury was without an economic policy. For him and those who
agreed with him, the huge political and economic expense of
membership had offered little
more benefit than succeeding in
lowering inflation5. For the electorate, many of whom had lost
their jobs and businesses, this was
of little comfort.
While the government was
panned for its failure to maintain a
coherent
economic
policy,
President of the Board of Trade,
Michael Heseltine, believed that
the “Eurosceptic wing of the party
and their allies in Fleet Street
derived a massive uplift in confidence which underpinned the civil
war into which they were plunging
the Conservatives with increasing
bitterness,”6 The Conservative
Party started a civil war, arguing
primarily over Europe and leadership. John Major’s leadership augmented the divisions since his
administration pleased neither the
Thatcherite right or the one nation
left of the party. The treacherously small and ever diminishing
majority meant that both wings
gained disruptive power beyond
that which any back benchers had
enjoyed since the late 1970s.
Inevitably, and given the balance
in Cabinet where the big hitters of
Heseltine and Kenneth Clarke
ensured the government’s policy
remained open to Europe, the
Euro-phobic right exploited this
power most fully. For John Major,
the “Tory party had begun to imitate the structural defects of old
Labour, and was to pay the ultimate price for it.”7
Those structural defects
included the revolt against the
Maastricht Treaty8, taking the
“government to the brink of col-

lapse.”9 They included removal
of the party whip from eight
backbench rebels who refused to
support the government during a
confidence motion about the
European Budget10. They included constant talk of leadership
challenges including a call by
Tony Marlow in the Commons to
‘for God’s sake man go’. “Major’s
authority was repeatedly questioned, and his instincts remained
those of a whip, solid on tactics
but with only underdeveloped
ideas on overall strategy.”11 By
1993, Major had fallen out with
and lost his Chancellor who
returned to the backbenches a
vocal critic. Amid growing allegations of what would become
known as ‘sleaze’, the media systematically picked off Ministers
for resignation, Major appearing
impotent to counteract. This all
meant a battle for the government
whenever it attempted to pursue
any line of political direction.
Resignation
The pressure built up on John
Major to the extent that as Prime
Minister he felt it necessary to
resign his party leadership, challenging anyone to dispute his
authority. In his resignation
speech, the Prime Minister criticised those in his party whom he
felt were undermining him:
I’ve now been Prime Minister for
nearly five years. In that time
we’ve achieved a great deal, but
for the last three years I have been
opposed by a small minority in our
party. During those three years
there have been repeated threats
of a leadership election. In each
year they turned out to be phoney
threats. Now the same thing is
happening in 1995. I believe it is
in no-one’s interest that this continues right through until
November. It undermines the government and it damages the
Conservative party. I am not prepared to see the party I care for
laid out on the rack any longer.12

The fact that Major did not
appoint a campaign manager suggests that he did not expect a
challenge, just as such confrontations had failed to materialise in
previous years. Perhaps more
politically astute, Leader of the
Lords, Viscount Cranborne,
arrived at Number Ten early one
morning, waking Major and
offering his services as campaign
manager.13
There were few constitutional
implications in remaining Prime
Minister yet not party leader.
After all, Lloyd George was
Prime Minister for six years and
through an election campaign
without leading a party. He was
sustained in Parliament on the
votes of Conservative MPs, with
whom he and his departed
Liberal colleagues shared a
Cabinet. Similarly, when Ramsay
Macdonald led the National government 1931-35, he did so not as
Labour leader but as head of a
coalition including Conservatives
and Liberals. When Churchill
became Prime Minister in 1940,
he did not immediately assume
the leadership of his party.
Neville Chamberlain remained
Tory leader until his death in
November of that year. However,
none of these had lost their party
leadership as a result of personal
political weakness and all had
enjoyed the support of a strong
coalition.
The
shambles
of
the
Parliamentary party Major led
could scarcely be described as a
strong coalition; indeed it was
that very coalition which had
forced their leader’s hand. The
party went further by finding a
candidate sufficiently senior to
challenge the Prime Minister.
Former Chancellor Norman
Lamont, now on the back benches, was prepared to stand14, but
given that someone from within
the Cabinet, who could not be
accused of bitterness, was unwilling to support the Prime Minister,
Major had a bigger problem. As

Welsh Secretary, John Redwood
was the only member of the government to fail to pledge support
for Major although, at first, his
intentions
were
unclear.
Speaking on BBC1’s On the
Record that Sunday, Major dismissed the prospect of a challenge to his authority, complacently adding: “if there is a challenge, so be it, that’s what elections are for.”15 Major was soon
challenged by Redwood who
wanted a change in policy and
direction:
I didn’t know whether we would
change anything, I thought it was
unlikely that I would win the leadership; I thought it was possible I
would change policy. I think the
only good thing that came out of it
from my point of view, and I hope
many in the country see it like
this, was that it did lead on to a
promise of a referendum on the
euro which in turn led on to the
promise of a referendum from
Labour which turned out to be
crucial, because without that
development we would probably
be in the euro today.16
There followed a period of
intense campaigning within the
select
electorate
of
the
Conservative
Parliamentary
party. Speculation ranged to subsequent rounds should Major fail
to gain the 165 votes necessary to
win outright. Supporters of
Michael Portillo were accused of
rapidly setting up telephone lines
in Westminster in preparation (‘a
tribute to privatisation’ was how
Major dismissed this at Prime
Minister’s questions); Michael
Heseltine became the media’s
favourite as successor; Kenneth
Clarke and Gillian Shephard were
mentioned as possible leaders17.
Although 165 votes were also
needed to win, Major had set
himself a personal target of 215,
below which he would vacate
office, opening up the field to
these other candidates18. In the
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ballot that followed, Redwood
won 89 votes to the Prime
Minister’s 218 (22 abstentions or
spoiled papers)19. By winning,
Major stopped the prospect of a
leadership challenge before the
general election. Nevertheless
the contest damaged the
Conservative Party, effectively
ending the slim chance it may
have had for recovery.
Why Major Could Not Win
The leadership election had been
a private affair concerning only
the Conservative Party. The electorate and other parties became
little more than passive observers.
For the second time in five years,
the Tory party opened itself up to
the scrutiny of the country while
it conducted an internal battle.
The last time the Conservative
party had embarked upon a leadership change had been in 1990.
By contrast, that leadership race,
to succeed Margaret Thatcher,
had proved a positive experience
for the Conservatives. Given that
he was the victor in 1990, and the
reasons why he was the victor,
John Major should have realised
that he could only suffer from a
leadership battle in 1995.
Watching from the opposition,
Labour strategist Philip Gould
mused: “The election had promised change but delivered the status quo, and the impact was
almost all bad for the government.”20 Major should have
understood this. John Redwood
patently did since this very sentiment appeared on his campaign
literature which read ‘No
Change, No Chance’. He later
reflected upon this:
I was not insisting on one particular type of change but I was
absolutely sure that we needed
pretty thorough going change,
maybe of men, maybe of measures, maybe of both. I didn’t really mind which it was.21
Such a sentiment was probably

soundly based. The appearance
of ‘change’ in 1990 had been an
important motivator for the
party.
As Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher had become
arrogant even by her own standards. Returning to government,
Thatcherite Minister Cecil
Parkinson reported that the
Cabinet became an unhappy
place after 1987. “A lot of the
kindred spirits had left and their
replacements weren’t nearly as
dynamic or as committed to
change as she was”.22 The duel
effects of an unpopular Poll Tax
and her unrelenting hostility to
the European Community, left
Thatcher isolated and deeply
unpopular. The opposition parties had established a powerful
strategic onslaught on the governing Conservatives, centred on
the personality of the Prime
Minister and the widespread
anger at the imposition of the
Poll Tax. As the economic mistakes of a decade of
Thatcherism23 bore down on the
electorate, successive by-elections24 suggested the Tories were
heading for a beating at the
forthcoming election. This left
many backbenchers feeling vulnerable and nervous, much as
they were to become, with a
much smaller majority, in 1995.
Salvation came in the challenge from Michael Heseltine
who, while failing to assume the
crown for himself nevertheless
succeeded in toppling Thatcher25.
In her place, the quiet, unassuming, grey figure of John Major
entered Number Ten. As Major’s
campaign manager, Norman
Lamont identified the motivations of the Parliamentary constituency given that, “an important point in the minds of MPs
[was] that here was an election
winner and of course John Major
did win the election”.26 Major,
too, understood why he took the
top job: “the party’s will to win,
and the belief that Margaret
Thatcher would lose… had made
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me Prime Minister.”27
Although the Poll Tax was
scrapped and attitudes to Europe
softened, policy changed very little and personnel changed even
less. Save for Major at the top,
the return of Heseltine to the
Cabinet and the departure of one
or two Ministers, Thatcher’s
administration all but remained
intact. It should be highlighted
that the policy of ERM membership had been forced on Thatcher
while
Major
had
been
Chancellor28, but it was nevertheless a legacy of Thatcher. The
change in leadership almost alone
ensured that the Conservative
Party could win when it came to
the 1992 election. Philip Gould,
who was to be so optimistic at the
result of the 1995 leadership, was
dismayed after 1990. “With
Major it was almost impossible
for us to win, he was the new,
fresh, and decent fellow people
felt they could vote for… I knew
it was all over.”29 Simply by
changing their leader, the Tories
almost disowned the unpopular
consequences of their economic
and foreign policies. The resulting ‘newness’ was enough to
carry them through to an historic
fourth election victory. As the
prime beneficiary, it would be
astounding if John Major failed
to appreciate just how powerful
the effect of the 1990 leadership
election was for the electoral fortunes of his party.
It is for this reason that Major
should have realised that there
could be no happy outcome, personally at least, of a leadership
contest in 1995. Calling such an
election was risky for it invited a
challenge. If he lost, not only
would he have to vacate office
but he might have to watch as the
Eurosceptic right re-fashioned his
government30. If he won, which
in the event he did, he may have
succeeded in preventing a further
challenge, but his government
would be perceived as old, lacking in dynamism and, most damn-

ing, to blame for all the unpopular elements which had given
pace to the contest. By calling an
election, Major had promised the
sort of perceived change the electorate had embraced in 1990 and
rewarded in 1992. By winning
the contest, John Major had redelivered the status quo, an
administration to blame for the
ill-effects of the ERM which had
displayed lacklustre leadership.
In securing personal victory in
1995, Major ensured party defeat
in 1997, despite the establishment
of more successful economic
policies
under
Chancellor
Kenneth Clarke. Redwood sums
up: “The public were rather reluctant to give the Conservatives
credit for getting it right, because
they felt the Conservatives should
be blamed for getting it wrong in
the first place.”31
Conclusion
The depths of the divisions in
the Conservative party so soon
after victory at the polls in
1992, can be traced to the damaging event of Britain’s ejection
from the ERM. That the party
split over Europe and leadership
eventually led to the unprecedented situation in which a sitting Prime Minister resigned his
party leadership inviting challengers to stand against him in a
contest to follow. John Major
may have felt he had little
option than this if he were to put
an end to questions over his
leadership. However, given the
events which had propelled him
to the premiership in 1990, he
should have understood that
such a battle could only have
unhappy consequences for his
political legacy. By ditching
Thatcher in favour of Major, the
Tories changed in 1990, giving
themselves a chance to retain
office. By promising but failing to deliver change in 1995,
they provided themselves with
little chance to succeed at the
polls in 1997.

No Change, No Chance

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
Thursday 22 June 1995
A press conference is called in the rose gar+
den of 10 Downing Street for 4.30 pm.
Rumours that Prime Minister John Major
would resign are dismissed by ‘senior
sources’ who suggest the event is of a more
routine nature. Major arrives half an hour late
to make a statement resigning his party lead+
ership and inviting his detractors to ‘put up or
shut up’.Seen as a bold move which would
secure his leadership, if Major had believed
he would face no challenger, backbenchers
including Theresa Gorman and Tony Marlow
made it clear there would be a contest.
The Chairman of the backbench 1922
committee, Sir Marcos Fox, claims Major
commands the full support of the executive
(this is later contradicted by one member who
said he was not consulted).
Friday 23 June
As momentum builds for the party to find a
challenger, Major’s position seems less
secure. Attention moves to critic and former
Chancellor, Norman Lamont who is keeping
silent.
Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd,
announces he will retire once the contest is
over. It is reported that Hurd had told Major of
this intention in the spring of 1994 and reiter+
ated this in writing in February 1995. Hurd’s
removal provides Major with two short+term
benefits: it enables him to suggest the pro+
motion of ‘standard bearer of the right’,
Michael Portillo as well as removing an obsta+
cle to a single currency referendum.
Weekend 24 and 25 June
Attention moves to Welsh Secretary John
Redwood, the only Cabinet Minister not to
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pledge his support for Major. There is confu+
sion as to his intentions as he announces a
statement on Monday and proceeds to enjoy
a game of cricket in his constituency. Cabinet
colleague, Gillian Shepherd claims she has
spoken to him and that as far as she knows
he is behind the Prime Minister. Major tells
BBC1’s On the Record that he would be ‘very
surprised’ if a challenge came from within the
Cabinet.
Monday 26 June
Watched by the press, John Redwood leaves
his Wokingham home at 7.00 am in his own
Jaguar XJS, London bound. He tenders his
resignation from the Cabinet to be replaced
temporarily by David Hunt. Michael Heseltine
describes the decision as ‘regrettable’.
In a crowded Westminster conference
room at 2.00 pm, Redwood calls a press con+
ference to officially announce his candidature
for the party leadership. Flanked by Lamont,
Teresa Gorman, Tony Marlow and Edward
Leigh, Redwood says: ‘This is a debate
amongst friends. I hope it will not be a row
amongst enemies’. Redwood clarifies that he
has not plotted with his ‘friend and colleague’
Portillo and would not hypothesise about the
circumstances in a second ballot.
Tuesday 27 June
Redwood launches his manifesto at a packed
press conference in the larger facilities of the
Queen Elizabeth II Conference Centre. After
an opening joke which is met with silence,
Redwood outlines his plans.
‘The
Conservative party is the party of low taxation
or it is nothing’, he says. His policies include
a referendum to clarify Britain’s position in
Europe; toughness on crime; hostels for the
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twice made European policy a matter of
confidence. While he removed the whip
from eight MPs in 1995, a ninth, Sir
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Roberts, the Redwood campaign’s ‘official
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homeless; more money for hospitals includ+
ing a pay rise for doctors and nurses; educa+
tion as a priority; maintenance of the military;
defence of the Union.The measures appeal to
Tory backbenchers due to their populist
nature. Chancellor Kenneth Clarke, speaking
from the Cannes summit, denounced
Redwood as ‘a pale echo of some American
Republican figure’, continuing: “He is stand+
ing on a platform which is all very well for
some right wing government in America but it
is not suitable for a British government which
is half way through its period in office.”
Later, Major launches his own personal
manifesto – a difficult act for a sitting Prime
Minister. He pledges to maintain ‘a national
identity but keeping intact the alliance vital to
our trade and security’. Also part of his plans
are tax cuts as the economy grows; creation
of 1.5 million homes over ten years; tradition+
al education; Citizens’ Charter; more police.
Wednesday 28 June
Redwood holds his third press conference on
the subject of taxation and public expenditure
savings. He claims an expertise here since he
returned unspent monies to the Treasury
while Welsh Secretary. He claims his first
Cabinet would order spending cuts of 1.67%,
the cash to be used for families, small busi+
ness and pensions.
Outside Downing street major says he
expects ‘a very handsome win’ in the first
round. He begins his charm offensive with
MPs on the Westminster terrace. Elsewhere,
it is rumoured that ‘friends’ of Portillo are
occupying office space in Lord North Street.

Redwood are the only contenders for the
leadership in the first ballot.
Major puts in a good performance at
Prime Minister’s Questions, aided by (deliber+
ately) lacklustre questioning by the leader of
the opposition, Tony Blair.
Friday 30 June
Major looking confident after his Commons
performance and the Redwood team’s failure
to produce evidence for its backing across the
party or any significant figures. They claim
the support of ten unnamed Ministers.
Weekend 1 and 2 July
Lord Tebbit announces his support for
Redwood but MPs returning to their con+
stituencies discover support for Major from
their constituency parties.
Monday 3 July
On the last full day of campaigning both can+
didates address the Eurosceptic backbench
92 committee separately. Portillo makes a
conspicuously ‘union bashing’ speech.

Major and

Tuesday 4 July
In the ballot of Tory MPs, Major wins 218
votes, Redwood 89, spoilt/abstained 22,
total MPs 329. The win is considered suffi+
ciently convincing for Major. It emerges that
Michael Heseltine instructed those wanting
him as leader to support Major. His
reward is becoming Deputy Prime
Minister and First Secretary of State in the
following re+shuffle. Portillo gets the
MoD, Michael Howard the Home Office,
Malcolm Rifkind becomes Foreign
Secretary.
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Thursday 29 June
Polls close for nominations.
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Promoting Civic Consciousness
Mark Versaillon examines the Conservative idea of citizenship

I

n 1905 a Conservative writer by
the name of Arthur Boutwood
published a book entitled
Patriotism1 where he addressed
the fundamentals of the relationship between the individual and the
nation and concluded, “Man can only
achieve [his] completeness in and
through society.”2
Although he is not a well-known
exponent of Conservative principles,
his views pertain to a tradition long
held within the Conservative Party
and to the debate about the reinterpretation of Conservative roots. Indeed,
since the catastrophic defeats of 1997
and 2001, much of the recent reconsideration given to Conservative principles can be found to resonate with
those views expressed by Boutwood a
century ago. If we expand on them a
little further we find a strong continuity and clarity of Conservative principles that can serve as well today.

The Individual
Human life is a process of transition
from potential to actual; it is an
advancement towards a realisation of
an ideal, not only of what man desires
to be, but what he ought to be. “Man
is determined by the thought of himself as better than he is, as an ideal of
self-realisation in which the soul itself
is conceived as better or more complete.”3 Consequently, the essence of
man is ‘self-realisation’, the realisation of the self by the self. Individual
self-realisation can only truly come
through the acceptance of the idea of
a common good, and that common
good must be promoted by the state,
the prime tool of the nation. The State
fulfils its own ethical essence by
securing opportunities for the citizenry’s self-realisation.
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Boutwood’s views on the relationship between the individual and the
nation can quickly provide clarity on
the importance of a civic consciousness. It shows us why Conservative
beliefs about the nation state contain
such duties of the citizen to the common good of the nation.
The Nation
The ideal of individual self-realisation
is completeness of individual life. But
this is an ideal that cannot be reached
by individual endeavour alone.
Although every individual has capacity for thought, feeling and practical
activity, this capacity can be exercised
only insofar as we have opportunity,
and our opportunities are determined
by our environment, partly by our natural environment, but primarily by our
social and economic environment.
Man can only achieve this completeness in and through society, through
sympathy and co-operation.
The human being is a social animal: we invariably marry, have children, have friends and colleagues,
and feel part of a community and of a
nation. Each of us is “not born into a
state of nature or of chaos but come
into the world as citizens of a
nation”4; and the nation is the key
force that shapes, liberates or constrains our capacity for self-realisation. Precisely because the nation is
a development, it cannot and could
not exist separately from its individual citizens but in fact, only lives in
them. Nation and individual are
bound together in a symbiotic
process of self-realisation. The
nation is the key environmental agent
in shaping the opportunities for individual self-realisation and at the same
time the nation can only realise its

true nature, through the self-realisation of each individual citizen.
The Symbiosis: Citizenship and
Service
The State is the embodiment of what
is common to those people of the
nation; it expresses the spirit which
each of us shares. The State cannot be
antagonistic to individual concerns.
The State is concerned with the general interest, with what is common to all
and is not merely an aggregate of individual interests.
This leads us on to the concept of
citizenship. As the nation is an ethical
construct, it follows then that citizenship also has an ethical aspect.
Boutwood asserts that citizenship is
“not a mere franchise for the protection of freedom and purely private
interests.”5 The freedom citizenship
brings is a freedom for service, not
just for private gain. “Citizenship is a
freedom for a duty; and our duty is to
become truly and completely men”, to
grow to our potential of the fullness of
life.
Citizenship means not only membership in a political society but devotion to the common good. “Individual
citizens are not subordinate to the
nation or even to the common good,
for an individual cannot be subordinate to something that was self-willed
as part of the historic project of selfrealisation” states Boutwood.6 Indeed,
true freedom can only come through
co-operative acts that are born out of a
recognition and realisation of mutual
needs and goals. “We can only find
self-fulfilment through service to and
fellowship with one’s neighbours.”7
Not only does the individual have a
duty to attempt self-realisation, but
also the nation has a duty to furnish

Promoting Civic Conciousness
rights to the individual. This ethical
end to the nation can be described as
“general helpfulness to the individual
in the task of self-realisation.”8 An
individual citizen has the right to
demand that national life and its institutions, be helpful to him, and that
right must apply equally to all citizens,
and not merely to classes of people or
interest groups.
The individual is bound to serve the
nation but the nation is equally bound
to serve the individual. This is where
the State comes into play. The state is
not synonymous with the nation; it is
an aspect of the nation. The state is a
tool and the role of the state is to use
its legislative powers to further national ends. Therefore it cannot be subordinate to interests that are merely personal. As Boutwood states, “the state
is justified only by its ethical basis that
its powers are subordinate to the ends
for which the national organism
exists:”9 engaging in national work
that fosters and sustains individual
life. Ensuring that all individuals have
the right to opportunity and therein the
right to attempt self-realisation.
In recent years it has become clear
again that Conservatives want to see a
reawakening of social unity, a reassertion and reconstruction of civic pride
and national unity. Unlike Liberalism
and Socialism, with their respective
emphasis on individuals and classes,
Conservatism is based on national and
historical premises, which recognise
the symbiotic nature of individual and
nation. The twenty first century
Conservative Party has rekindled this
process by looking first to itself and
now is providing a vision that enlarges
its sympathies.
Helping the Vulnerable
Conservatism has its own distinct way
of dealing with social problems. This
entails using the State to help those
who cannot help themselves. The
helpless have a right to be helped.
They have a right to help, as it is a
civic right, which comes as part of
their membership of the nation. The
state should not provide opportunity;
it should ensure all citizens have the
right to opportunity. The state makes

this a right by removing obstructions
and hindrances.
The Unionist Social Reform
Committee (USRC), a group established and led by the Conservative
Party Chairman Arthur SteelMaitland, devised and launched a programme of Conservative social
reforms between 1911 and 1914. This
committee proposed the extension of
old-age pension rights, was clear that
the Conservative Party should
embrace the minimum wage in certain
trades, promoted schemes for social
housing, and was close to presenting a
blue print for a national health service
prior to the onset of the First World
War. Such reforms would be a consistent demonstration of the way the state

The individual is bound to serve the
“nation
but the nation is equally bound
to serve the individual
”
can take steps to ensure the well being
of all its citizens, and also assists in
diluting the appeal of socialism; as
happened in Bismarck’s Germany.
A socially and politically integrated
strategy that can overcome tensions
and divisions within Britain is a role
for the state that can ensure that no one
particular section of society is undervalued. The better condition the people are in, the better workers, parents
and citizens they are, and the better the
nation is for it. Better health and
social circumstances results in greater
productivity, greater wealth creation,
less crime and less social disorder, and
a Conservative administration with
such results would then be able to
reduce the tax burden, choice and
quality of life for all.
Conservatism
Liberalism is abstract and is based on
an atomistic individualism, ignoring
historical subjects and so repeatedly
fails to offer effective solutions to society. Conservatism on the other hand,
seeks to conserve because it recognises
the spiritual continuity of British life
and mistrusts changes that bring about

loss or destruction. Conservatives
instinctively recognise the organic
nature of the nation and appreciate that
individuals cannot be abstracted from
their
historical
environment.
Consequently, Conservatism is best
suited to shaping a polity and society
that facilitates individual and national
self-realisation. Conservatism is not
only conservationist but progressive, as
demonstrated well by Thatcherism.
Boutwood
recognised
that
Conservatives differ from the old
Liberalism in that we do not allow
things simply to take their own laissez-faire course, and we differ from
socialism in that we do not want the
state to undertake managerial functions and dictate from the centre. The
state enables, it should not control,
and nor should it ignore social evils.
Socialism is a deception, just as much
as pure free market capitalism is.
Though appealing as a well-meaning
abstract concept, it can, if entirely
unrestrained, actually assist in the
destruction of the society it is trying to
save. Conservatism is an approach
that is grounded in the experiences of
previous generations, of the lessons
learned by previous generations, and
the acceptance that to improve the
world we must tackle the world as it is
at present, not how we think it can be
in the future.
Recognition of the symbiotic nature
of the relationship between the individual and the nation enables
Conservatives to once again define
and implement the most effective
solutions for the improvement and
self-realisation of our nation’s people.
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Andrew Bonar Law

Politics and Leadership 1911–15
Mark Coalter

A

ndrew Bonar Law’s
elevation to the leadership
of
the
Unionist Party in
1911 was, by the
political and social circumstances of
the time, a remarkable feat. A son of
the manse, of Canadian and Ulster
lineage, Law was raised in Glasgow
with formative years spent in the iron
trade, before entering parliament in
1900 as the member for Glasgow
Blackfriars. Law’s background, in
trade, was largely an unprecedented
stepping stone to the leadership of a

Law’s background, in trade, was
“largely
an unprecedented stepping stone
to the leadership of a party traditionally
associated with rural England

”

party traditionally associated with
rural England and its picturesque
market towns, cathedral cities and
natural conservative instincts and
much has been made of the bourgeois
nature of his social origins. Indeed,
retrospective comparisons are occasionally made with Disraeli, though
this rather imperfect analogy
between a man of trade from the
Celtic fringe and a rather more exotic man of letters and fashion should
maybe end there. It is probably more
accurate to argue that Conservatives
have occasionally made a habit of
inadvertently choosing unorthodox,
yet ultimately successful, leaders.
Disraeli and Law certainly fall with-
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in that bracket, and Lloyd George
writing to the new leader shortly after
his election, noted “had the Unionist
Party always shown the same wisdom
in their decisions, I should not have
been writing this letter in the
Chancellor of the Exchequer’s room”.
Whilst one cannot rule out a certain
amount of flattery from the Welsh
Wizard, these sentiments were not
shared by Law’s critics who felt that
his election heralded the nadir of the
landed interest’s role in public life
and that of the Party. However, the
adoption of a fresh approach and
style of leadership meant that the
Party was not permitted to stagnate
intellectually or electorally, and in the
long term, benefited greatly from
Law’s steady hand on the tiller.
By 1911 the Conservatives had lost
three elections in a row. This triumvirate of defeats commenced in 1906,
when the Party sunk to a defeat comparable in numbers to 1997, and was
followed by two virtual deadheats
with the Liberals in 1910. Both elections were fought on the House of
Lords’ ability to veto Commons
approved legislation, an anomaly
given prominence by the peers rejection of Lloyd George’s budget. Whilst
the outcome of both elections witnessed a dramatic improvement in the
Unionist position, Party frustrations
were accentuated, not merely by
being out of office or tying with the
Liberals in parliamentary representation, but by being excluded from
power due to the government’s
reliance on the votes of the Irish
Nationalists under Redmond and
recently created Labour Party.
The Party’s leadership at this time

was vested in the distinguished personage of Arthur Balfour, Prime
Minister from 1902-05, a philosophic
and subtle parliamentarian, and the
nephew of his predecessor, Lord
Salisbury. Balfour’s leadership was
not without imagination, though, his
reluctance to commit the Party
wholeheartedly
to
Joseph
Chamberlain’s policy of tariff reform,
meant that the mood on the backbenches was fractious throughout the
latter part of his stewardship.
The passing of the Parliament Act
curtailing the power of the House of
Lords, which was introduced by
Asquith to angry scenes in the
Commons, compounded Balfour’s
difficulties. The Opposition front
bench’s lacklustre performance and
the Bill’s passage through the Upper
House, assured by the support of
some Unionist peers, fuelled an
already volatile atmosphere accentuated by open talk of rebellion and the
creation of societies perceived to be
opposed to the leadership. More
importantly, the Parliament Act, and
the circumstances of its passing,
made the likelihood of an assault on
the Union inevitable. The question on
the lips of many Unionist MPs and
Peers was how long would it take for
Redmond to remind the government
of its outstanding account?
With this changed climate and
Balfour’s aloof leadership seemingly
incapable of confronting the tasks
ahead, a change at the top appeared
inevitable and the embattled leader
finally tendered his resignation on 8
November 1911. As in 1963, the
Party managers were left with a slight
dilemma as to the process of deciding

Andrew Bonar Law
the Unionist leadership in the
Commons. No precedent existed
and two candidates, Walter Long
and Austen Chamberlain, automatically signalled their intention to be considered for the
vacancy. Both commanded
almost equal support, Long
deriving his base from the county members and those loyal
(ironically) to Balfour, whilst

Chamberlain could count on the
backing of the Shadow Cabinet,
the Party hierarchy and the tariff
reformers. The other two candidates, Edward Carson and Law,
were both considered outsiders.
Carson ruled himself out early
on, and Law, publicly at least,
saw the only benefit that could
be derived from running was the
establishment of a future claim

to the crown. Accordingly, he
allowed his name to be put forward. Sensing that a vote could
inextricably divide the party into
two opposing camps and that the
leadership might prove to be a
poisoned chalice, a grudging
accommodation was reached
between Long and Chamberlain.
Both would stand aside and
allow Law, as a third candidate

and one unlikely to split the
Party, to be elected unopposed as
leader. For Austen there was the
advantage that Law was a tariff
reformer, therefore, his father’s
protectionist policy might well
be enacted by a future Unionist
government under Law’s leadership, but also he would not have
to undergo the financial and personal strains of becoming leader.
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When Austen told Law that both
he and Long were standing aside
from the leadership, Law’s initial
reaction was, apparently, a display of reluctance to accept the
position, though after reserving
the right to challenge for the
leadership again at some future
date, Austen noted in a letter to
his stepmother “I suspect that if
you could peep into all our houses today you would find Walter
Long not a little relieved that he
is not to be put to the test, me
happier than you would have
seen me at any time during the
last ten days, and Bonar Law as
unhappy a being as exists in all
London”.
The formalities were dealt
with on 13 November 1911 at
the Carlton Club. Law was proposed for the leadership by Long
and seconded by Chamberlain.
His brief speech of acceptance
was typically modest and deprecating, mentioning his lack of
cabinet experience as well as
other “disadvantages under
which I labour”. However,
“under those disadvantages I
cannot possibly succeed unless I
receive from you all a support as
generous and perhaps more generous than has ever been given to
any leader of your Party.”
Needless to say he received a
rousing reception from his audience, and so in Law’s own very
quiet, yet assuming manner, the
‘new style’, as it subsequently
became known, had begun.
Doubts that may initially have
surfaced in connection with
Law’s relative inexperience,
apparent lack of parliamentary
stature and general social unfamiliarity with the party grandees
were soon dissipated. Balcarres,
the Chief Whip, noted in his
diary on 14 November 1911
“Bonar Law is now in the saddle,
and we must all help him to take
the fence. He has great ability,
more self-confidence than I
expected, and certainly far more
ambition than A.J.B. ever dis-

played.” Unlike his predecessor,
Law was not tempted to chart a
subtle parliamentary course and
his relative lack of ministerial
experience and unwillingness to
adopt a Balfourian mantle made
Asquith even more contemptuous of his opposite number. The
condescending manner in which
the ‘new style’ was criticised by
Asquith, still smarting from a
recent speech by Law, describing
the government’s conduct as
being like a marketplace where
“everything is bought and sold”,
in one of their earlier clashes,
was typical of the Prime
Minister. The backbenchers,
however, were delighted with his
response to Asquith’s rhetorical
question as to whether the government were selling their convictions- Law volunteered that
the Liberals had not got any.

often and hit hard – and this was
undoubtedly what they got in
Bonar Law”. The ‘new style’
perhaps afforded few pleasantries across the despatch box
with his opposite number,
though in dealing with ‘P Jouet’
or ‘Squiffy’, as Asquith was
known by Unionist members due
to his penchant for a drink, then
maybe this was not such a hardship. If it was, Law bore it well.
The two issues dominating
Unionist politics at this point
were tariff reform and home
rule. Law’s involvement with
this Chamberlainite holy grail
was more of a mopping-up exercise, as tariff reform was losing
its allure to Unionist members in
comparison with the more glamorous anti-home rule campaign.
Tariff reform had been tearing
the party in several different

not countenance home rule in any
“formLawyetwould
privately realised that concessions of some
sort were possibly inevitable
”
Asquith, in private, referred to
Law as the ‘gilded tradesman’
and never fully acknowledged or
accepted the abilities of his
opposite number, though arrogance of this sort was to prove
fatal to Asquith’s political career
in the long run. Indeed, after 11
months in the job Balcarres
could note with some satisfaction that “our party is working
admirably, without jealousies or
intrigues, and that B.L. strengthens his leadership every day. He
is always gaining fresh self-confidence, his speeches become
more telling and incisive, and in
six months time he will overwhelm Asquith every time that
personage gives battle”. What
precipitated this transformation
in party morale? Put quite simply, Law was giving the backbenchers and the party activists
what they wanted, or as Blake
puts it “someone who would hit
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directions
since
Joseph
Chamberlain launched the campaign in Birmingham on 15 May
1903. The idea was not novel, in
the sense that protectionism had
been a core plank of
Conservative policy until 1852,
when finally abandoned by
Disraeli, and as free trade had
been the economic staple thereafter, tariff reform was an electoral leap in the dark. After
Chamberlain’s
Birmingham
speech, tariff reform proved to
be extremely divisive within the
Party, and such public splits
were arguably as much a contributory factor to the defeat of
1906, as factionalism over
Europe was in 1997. Balfour
resisted the adoption of the full
policy, and in 1910 created further divisions with his pledge
that tariff reform be put to a referendum. Law’s election in 1911
was welcomed by tariff reform-

ers who saw him as a worthy
alternative to their preferred
choice of Austen Chamberlain.
However, he merely inherited the
difficult balancing act of appeasing whole-hog tariff reformers
whilst retaining the allegiance of
free traders. Accordingly, he
resolved to take the issue headon and in 1912, along with the
Shadow Cabinet, decided that
the referendum pledge be
dropped and tariff reform adopted as Party policy. The expected
backlash materialised from the
usual suspects, particularly
Lancashire’s unionists. With
marginal seats and the loyalty of
activists at risk, Law contemplated resignation. However, the
anti-home rule campaign was
galvanising the Unionist Party,
particularly the Leader’s performance thus far. In these political circumstances compromise
for the sake of Party unity was
the order of the day, and it was
resolved that the full tariff
reform programme would not be
introduced without a Unionist
government seeking re-election
on a protectionist manifesto.
With the threat of resignation
removed and Party harmony
somewhat restored, Unionist
divisions faded away fairly rapidly. Instead of splitting the
party, as in 1846, Law showed
“how a chess-player’s skill may
avert the fate of Peel,” thereby
consolidating his position as the
head of a united party.
Home rule and the vexed
question of Ulster typically
allows historians an insight into
the character and mind of the
Leader of the Opposition. His
apparent unconditional support
for the actions of Ulster’s unionists, the so-called Blenheim
pledge – whereby he could see
no lengths to which Ulster could
go that he would not be prepared
to support her – may have been
applauded by the Party, and elements of the wider electorate,
but has been viewed retrospec-
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tively as excessive. Historians’
reactions range from that of Lord
Blake, who speculated “such a
tone had not been heard in
England since the debates of the
Long Parliament, and it certainly
sounded strange from the lips of
the leader of the Party which traditionally stood for law and
order”, whilst Bentley notes that
Law “threatened to turn the
Conservative Party into a band
of guerillas”. In essence, the
Liberal dependence upon the
Irish Nationalists for their parliamentary majority and political
survival meant that, in exchange
for supporting Lloyd George’s
Budget and the Parliament Act,
Redmond was now in a position
to call the shots. Naturally
Unionists cried foul and argued
that the emasculation of the
House of Lords had brought
about the creation of a single
chamber system and therefore
the “constitution was in suspense”. If the Parliament Act
was going to be used to push
through home rule, then what
other contentious legislation
might it force onto the statute
book? Fortuitously, where tariff
reform divided opposition to
home rule united, giving the
Party a cause to rally around and
be passionate about. There was,
conversely, some private criticism of Law’s stance, for example Lansdowne writing to Austen
Chamberlain in 1912 – “I feel
just as strongly as Bonar Law
does about Ulster, although I
should personally have used language rather less suggestive of
readiness to carry a rifle in her
defence.” Such sentiments, however, remained largely private.
Law’s home rule strategy was
a combination of traditional
political opposition and mild
opportunism. Good old-fashioned political opposition was in
abundance in the regular harrying of the government at every
step of the parliamentary
process. Publicly, Law would not

countenance home rule in any
form yet privately realised that
concessions of some sort were
possibly inevitable. Nevertheless
he consistently refused to compromise his bottom line, which
was that Ulster be excluded from
the territorial ambit of home
rule. Law also sensed that the
Unionists were well placed to
make gains at the expense of the
Liberals, by advocating a fullbodied unionist agenda, which
tied-in with his strategy of aiming to force an election on home
rule. Unsurprisingly, this was
resisted by Asquith who was not
likely to call an election he had
no hope of winning, less one on
Law’s terms. As with the
Blenheim speech, some of his
other statements on home rule
made Carson’s seem mild in

Ulster rapidly deteriorated, the
Unionist leadership had to
respond accordingly. With the
Parliament Act in force, legislation could only be delayed for
two years, before being given the
Royal Assent, and thus home
rule would be on the statute book
by 1914. Therefore, if the government could not be persuaded
to dissolve Parliament prior to
1914, the Liberals should instead
be forced into resignation. Law’s
extra-parliamentary
strategy
raised the ante, firstly by informing the King, George V, that, as
he had been brought into the
debate by Asquith, he should be
prepared to dismiss his ministers, if necessary, rather than
assent to home rule, and the call
upon Law to form an administration. He also tactfully left this

concentrated the Unionist
“mindWarandinitially
provided a welcome diversion from
the Irish question
”
comparison, demonstrating an
element of leadership consolidation as well. We would, however,
be mistaken to presume that
Law’s opposition was merely
pragmatic. By virtue of his birth
and identification with Ulster’s
Presbyterian community, the
home rule debate captured his
imagination in a way that day-today bread and butter issues did
not. In Law’s view Ulster’s
unionists or “the men who compose this minority ask no special
privilege. They demand onlyand they will not demand in
vain- that they should not be
deprived against their will of the
protection of British law and of
the rights of British citizenship”.
With Law at the helm of His
Majesty’s Opposition the hopes
of Ulster’s unionists, in 1912,
were unlikely to be dashed.
As the parliamentary process
unfolded and became more gladiatorial, and as the situation in

relatively
inexperienced
monarch in no doubt that, whatever his decision, he was likely
to offend at least half of his subjects. This approach did not reap
any short-term dividends, nor
much regal affection, and as Law
received little comfort from private meetings with Asquith, the
Army Annual Bill which established the legal basis of the army,
might be worth throwing out of
the Upper House to make the
Liberals sit up and take notice.
After much legal consultation,
and with the mood on the backbenches generally disapproving,
the provocation of a constitutional crisis was considered to be
undesirable. Unionist inaction
was eclipsed by events, when the
officers of Third Cavalry
Brigade, based at the Curragh,
threatened to hand in their commissions rather than obey orders
to secure various arms depots in
the north of Ireland, as they per-

ceived the true purpose of these
orders was the coercion of
Ulster. This coincided with
Law’s view that the army was
being placed in an impossible
position by Asquith’s dogmatic
pursuit of home rule and also
meant that the government
could, potentially, no longer rely
on one part of the armed forces.
As 1914 dragged on, and if
home rule should become
inevitable then as far as Law was
concerned Ulster must be
excluded; the preservation of the
unionist majority in northeast
Ulster and within the United
Kingdom seemed a fair consolation prize. However, this point
was one that Law and Carson did
not wish the Liberals to publicly
propose, as it could be construed
as a perfectly reasonable compromise and therefore the initiative would pass back to the government. With the prevalence of
the southern Irish landowning
class in the Lords, including
Lansdowne, this proposal was
only mooted within select circles, as there was great potential
to re-open old Party wounds, so
recently healed by the tariff
reform compromise.
After the Curragh incident,
political life was polarized, and
civil war in Ireland appeared to be
a matter of time. With the parliamentary process exhausted, a
conference was convened at
Buckingham Palace between the
leaders of the main parties, to
negotiate a compromise. The
Unionist Party at large, their
sinews stiffened and blood boiling, were certainly in no mood to
reach an understanding and as the
conference ended, with no agreement reached, all parties concerned looked ominously to the
future. As Leo Amery wrote to
Law shortly after the conference
broke up, “the policy of excluding Ulster, and inferentially
accepting Home Rule for the rest
of Ireland, has been absolutely
detested by the rank and file of
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the Party, and if it had succeeded
would have led to something of an
open explosion.” Backbench opinion,
as so often with compromising
Conservative leaders, is traditionally
one step behind when the leadership is
negotiating articles of faith, and this
was certainly no exception. It is therefore ironic that the shot that saved
Law’s leadership and Party unity was
fired, not in South Down, but
Sarejevo, with the assassination of
Franz Ferdinand. To quote Churchill,
“the parishes of Fermanagh and
Tyrone faded back into the mists and
squalls of Ireland, and a strange light
began immediately, but by perceptible
gradations, to fall and grow upon the
map of Europe.”
War initially concentrated the
Unionist mind and provided a welcome diversion from the Irish question. The novelty, however, soon wore
off, and as the Liberals continued to
enact partisan measures under cover
of conflict, including passing home
rule- albeit suspended for the duration of the war – Unionist discontent
became extremely difficult to contain. Some secret horse trading
between Asquith and Law, precipitated by a series of Liberal debacles in
the early stages of the war, brought
the Unionists into coalition government with the Liberals in May 1915
to assist in the management of the
war. This event cannot be underestimated – it had been ten years since
the Unionists last held office, and this
was an opportunity that they could
not afford to pass over. This was
despite the fact that the spoils of
office, whilst evenly portioned, were
rather imperfectly allocated to the
incoming Unionists, in terms of the
actual seniority of the roles. Law was
given the Colonial Office, even
though as Leader of the Opposition
he should have received the
Exchequer. However, after some gentle persuasion from Lloyd George
and his belief that it was all for the
greater good, Law bore his new office
well and dedicated himself wholesale
to this new portfolio. Perhaps Joseph
Chamberlain’s tenure at this, his final
cabinet post, held some comfort.

As a happy postscript, just over a
year later the tables were turned and
Asquith was out of office, Lloyd
George Prime Minister, and Law at the
Exchequer. It would be six years before
Law reached the summit and ended
another glittering political career, this
time Lloyd George’s at the Carlton
Club meeting in 1922. With a subsequent general election triumph under
his belt, Law was, by then, unfortunately worn out and ill, and eleven months
and twenty-seven days after assuming
office his time also, was over.
There had been a number of ‘new
men’ within the upper echelons of
the Party prior to Law, Joseph
Chamberlain and WH Smith automatically spring to mind. However,
it was recognition by the Unionists
that maybe the dominance of the
Hotel Cecil had been unhealthy-

success as Leader owed as much
“to hisHispolitics
and temperament as it did
to his surreptitious capacity to unite
rather than divide

”

especially during the latter years,
with the Party growing increasingly
out of touch with both its grassroots
and the country – that precipitated
Law’s election. His success as
Leader owed as much to his politics
and temperament as it did to his surreptitious capacity to unite rather
than divide. The Unionist Party in
1906 was decimated at the polls,
however by 1916 was the dominant
partner in the Coalition, and by 1922
held office with Law as Prime
Minister. His was a short stewardship and as a result of his relatively
uneventful administration, there may
be a little truth in Asquith’s barbed
comment at Law’s funeral in
Westminster Abbey that “it was fitting that we should have buried the
unknown Prime Minister by the side
of the Unknown Soldier.” However,
to Conservatives, he deserves to be
remembered differently not just as
an early example of a conviction
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politician telling the party grassroots what they want to hear, but for
his style of leadership, quiet dignity,
and acute political instincts. Law
also bequeathed other long-term
tangible benefits – a party machine
in good working order, a self-confidence that in 1911 was lacking, but
by 1923 was buoyant, and a new
generation of politicians who were
to dominate public life, although
with mixed fortunes and legacies.
An enduring electoral lifeline was
also provided, the timing of which
was most fortuitous, at a crucial
junction of the twentieth century’s
political life, which saw the
Conservatives strengthened, the
Liberal Party slip into oblivion and
the Labour Party usurping the vacated ground on the centre left.
Law rose to the challenge in 1911
and by 1923, the Party’s choice was
more than vindicated. Characteristically, in response to Max Aitken’s
remark in 1911, just before being elected as leader, that he was now a great
man, he said “if I am a great man then
a good many of the great men of history are frauds.” Self-deprecating and
modest he may have been, but his leadership and legacy contributed to a fact
now beyond dispute – that the
Twentieth Century was a Conservative
Century. Taking a long view, the welcome return to government, albeit a
coalition, in 1915 and the election of
1922 may have established the basis for
this dominance, but its origins can be
traced back, not to the Carlton Club
meeting which brought down Lloyd
George and his discredited coalition in
1922, but to that other Carlton Club
gathering on 13 November 1911, when
a relatively unknown front bencher was
elected to lead a divided party. From
the vantage point of 1923, on the
advent of Andrew Bonar Law’s final
retirement from public life, the transformation in his party’s fortunes could
not have given him any further satisfaction.
Mark Coalter is a history graduate
of the University of St Andrews and
currently a trainee solicitor based in
London.

Lord
Curzon
on Russia and Russians
Helen Szamuely
the great army of Russophobes who mislead others, and Russophiles whom others mislead . . .
“from. the. . 1889
”
dedication of “Russia in Central Asia”

T

here are many
maligned and misunderstood politicians in Britain but
probably few as
maligned and misunderstood as
George Nathaniel Curzon,
Foreign Secretary, Viceroy of
India, nearly Prime Minister but
also traveller and successful
writer. Despite the many
achievements he has been perceived as a man who has not
only largely failed in his political
life but also deserved to fail for
being wrong. Most obviously he
failed in his ambition to become
Prime Minister and there has
been a consensus among many
historians that this was a great
blessing to the country as
Curzon would have been a disaster. This is comprehensively disproved by Curzon’s most recent
and most balanced biographer,
David Gilmour, who points out
that Curzon had been a perfectly
satisfactory
acting
Prime
Minister. His credentials were
superior to Baldwin’s and the
premiership slipped away from
him through various intrigues
and because the King, possibly
sensing a certain mood in the
country, felt that the Prime
Minister would have to be in the

House of Commons and, most
importantly, would have to be a
man of almost suffocating dullness. Just as the dullness of John
Major was felt to be right after
the roller-coaster ride of the
Thatcher
premiership,
so
Baldwin appeared to be right for
the exhausted, hesitant, increasingly inward looking Britain of
the post-1918 period. Whether
Baldwin’s premiership was any
more successful than Major’s is
still discussed by those historians who have not been blinded
by the vitriolic campaign conducted for many years against
Curzon and his memory by Lord
Beaverbrook and his court historians and journalists.
Curzon’s personality was difficult even by the standards of
late Victorian politics. His ability to create enemies and even to
turn personal friends into vicious
opponents was phenomenal. A
century after his Viceroyalty
furious arguments are conducted
between students of the period
about his behaviour and achievements. Above all, he is seen as
the arch-imperialist, and, even
worse, one of those who advocated a costly and potentially
bloody “forward” policy against
Russia in Asia. Even Peter

Hopkirk, in his otherwise
admirably balanced The Great
Game calls Curzon “that archRussophobe” despite having
shown that, while Curzon was
undoubtedly anxious about
Russian designs against “the
noblest trophy of British genius,
and the most splendid appanage
of the Imperial Crown”, that is
India, he had no feelings of genuine hatred for Russia or
Russians. Nor did he, curiously
enough, believe that Russia was
ready to conquer India or, even
particularly wanted to. But he
was certain, on the basis of his
own observations and extensive
study that Russia was in a position to menace India and to
undermine British influence in
the surrounding areas. This was,
he thought, a perfectly understandable aim from a Russian
point of view but one to which
Britain should pay close attention.
The Russophobia of the nineteenth century came from two
sources and was often contradictory. Originally, the term did,
indeed, apply to those who saw
Russia as a rival in Asia and a
direct threat to India. These are
the the part dedicatees of
Curzon’s first book on the sub-

ject, Russia in Central Asia in
1889 (London, 1889). The other
part, the Russophiles, were
those, sadly prevalent in his
opinion among politicians and
diplomats, who were anxious to
believe anything they were told
and any reassurance they were
given by the Russian government and its agents on the
ground.
This
kind
of
Russophobia, though sometimes
virulent, was largely controlled.
It rarely extended to hatred of all
things Russian, though there was
the inevitable undertone that,
while the British Empire brought
civilization to barbaric places or
exhausted and anarchic cultures,
the Russian Empire was barely
more civilized itself. This was
not Curzon’s view, as it happens.
The
other
kind
of
Russophobia became more and
more vociferous throughout the
nineteenth century and was
based on a hatred of the Russian
political system and all too often
extended to a hatred and suspicion of Russian society as a
whole. Though many of its practitioners had started off as opponents of the “forward” school of
foreign policy, their feelings of
gloom and oppression whenever
they contemplated Russia
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became more prevalent and
destructive. Curzon was rarely
interested in Russian domestic
matters and to call him a true
Russophobe is, therefore, inaccurate.
One obvious reason for the
dislike and, even, hatred that
Curzon incurred in his lifetime
and after his death was his
absolute certainty from an early
age that he was destined for
greatness and would achieve it
as of right. His early fascination
with the Orient on the one hand
and Britain’s destiny in India, on
the other, first displayed in a

his journey in the Pamirs.1
In his writings before and during his Viceroyalty he showed
himself to be appalled by what
he thought to be lackadaisical
attitude on the part of the British
Government to the security of
India and surrounding territory.
It was partly fear of Russia that
made him interested in the countries that surrounded India but it
was also self-generated interest
that made him fear Russia.
Overwhelmed by the romance of
the East, he, at the same time,
thought
of
“Turkestan,
Afghanistan, Transcaspia, Persia

ment or opinion in it that I would
now withdraw or a prediction
that has so far been falsified”3
Russia, in Curzon’s strongly
held opinion, was not only
expanding territorially, but also
spreading her influence beyond
her immediate possessions. In
itself, there was nothing wrong or
incomprehensible about that.
Russia was a young vigorous
nation and it was inevitable that
she would overwhelm the flickering, often moribund cultures of
Central Asia. Had Britain not,
rightly, done the same in and
around the Indian sub-continent?

…. as pieces on a chessboard
upon which is being played out a
game for the dominion of the
world.”2
The first book, based on articles he wrote during and immediately after his journey, with a
couple of added chapters that
analyzed relations between
Britain and Russia, published in
1889 may be regarded as a sum
of his opinions on Russia, at
least until the revolutions of
1917. In 1899 he wrote to Lord
George Hamilton and assured
his colleague that as far as his
decade old book was concerned,
“I do not think there is a state-

Russia was also more active,
being at an earlier stage of her
development and in his analysis
he showed an almost deterministic view of history: “There is a
step in the development of every
great Power in which the lust for
new possessions is in excess of
every other sentiment. Russia is
now in this acquisitive stage of
empire. Great Britain, having
passed through it, and having in
her day experienced its intoxicating fumes in all their intensity,
has emerged into the more sober
atmosphere of the conservative
stage.”4 In other words, no matter
what the Russians pretended, they

Lord and Lady Curzon, January 1922.

debate at Eton, swiftly turned
into an assurance that he would
one day be the Viceroy of India,
as, indeed, he did become at the
early age of 39.
As soon as he was elected to
Parliament in 1886 he began his
series of political journeys, the
plan being to survey parts of
Asia where British interests were
threatened by Russian ones and
to publish books on each one. He
succeeded fully in three areas:
Central Asia, Persia and part of
the Far East. He visited
Afghanistan but had time to
write only a pamphlet for the
Royal Geographical Society on
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had nothing to fear from possible
British expansion; Britain, on the
other hand, was justified in her
apprehension, again, no matter
what the Russians said.
Russian conquest, he noted,
was frequently accompanied by
savage cruelty, the Russians not
being much closer to the Asiatic
mental make-up than the British
(a view not infrequently voiced
both in Britain and in Russia)
but, on the other hand, they were
fighting corrupt, savage and
cruel regimes and people: there
may not have been any other way
of imposing anything resembling order on them. And, he
added, “the eagle also brought
healing in its wings”.5 The one
aspect of Russian rule that
appalled him was the complete
neglect of architectural monuments and treasures. In Central
Asia, they had all been allowed
to disintegrate. Curzon’s own
record in this respect is impeccable: as Viceroy he was to devote
a great deal of time, money and
energy to the repair and preservation of both British and Indian
monuments and edifices.
It is interesting to note
Curzon’s ambivalent attitude to
the East both in his analysis of
Britain’s role and of Russia’s
policies and behaviour. On the
one hand, he found the Orient
fascinating, when he went to the
Far East as well as in India,
Afghanistan, Persia and Central
Asia. On the other hand he was a
proud supporter and, indeed,
bearer of what he considered to
be a superior culture. Thus, he
found the “native” rulers unimpressive politically but was overwhelmed by much of the pomp
and circumstance, happily joining in by acquiring meaningless
medals and decorations in order
to cut a finer figure as the representative of the greatest country
and its ruler. He admired the
beauty of the buildings, as noted
above, and was a little sad when
he saw Russian factory made
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goods displacing hand-made
native product on the markets.
The regret was quite genuine,
despite his satisfaction at seeing
British produce penetrating far
and wide in the area.
Nineteenth century technology
fascinated him. He was impressed
by the Transcaspian railway on
which he travelled in 1887 and the
speed with which the Russians
had built it. He did note that their
efficiency in running did not rival
their efficiency in constructing it.
It was clear to him that the railway
was military in intention and
could never become an international trade route that could be
useful to Britain or India, not least
because it was a 5ft, that is, a
peculiarly Russian gauge. Any
Indian merchandise would have to
travel in Russian trains as would
the passengers. On the other hand,
whatever Russian intentions may
have been in other parts, one
glance at the map would show that
an attack through Central Asia
would have faced virtually insurmountable obstacles. Unlike many
other “Imperialists” he did not
think the conquest of Merv had
opened the road to India, though
he did think that the British government had been particularly
foolish to believe the Russians that
they had no intention of taking
Merv until they did so. Even
Penjdeh was only doubtfully the
key. There remained two motives
for Russia: hegemony of trade in
the area and a deliberate physical
and moral weakening of Britain.
In both, he thought, Russia had
been successful and was continuing to be so: “The prolongation of
the Russian railway through
Afghanistan, - for if it were prolonged, it is to be feared that as far
as Kandahar it would be the work
of Russian capital and of Russian
hands – would be regarded
throughout the East as a crowning
blow to British prestige, already
seriously imperilled by a long
course of pocketed affronts and
diplomatic reverses.”6

While Russia undoubtedly
used every possible method,
such as “scientific exploration”
in parts it had not actually conquered to advance her influence
(a method not unknown to the
British either), her actual policy
was largely hand to mouth in
Curzon’s opinion. There was
nothing inevitable or irreversible
about it. He was not impressed
by the glacier theory expressed
by Lord George Hamilton, then
Secretary for India, in 1900.
Russia could and should be
stopped or, at least, prevented
from doing Britain and India any
more harm. What he advocated
in his books and tried to put into
practice as Viceroy was a sort of
aggressive defensiveness.
His other accounts of journeys
showed where else Russia was
encroaching. In the Far East, he
thought, the main enemy was
France but Russian influence
was growing, a remarkably perspicacious view in 1894. In
Persia Russia presented an even
greater danger. She obviously
had her eye on Khorasan and
Seistan. Expansion here had to
be stopped: the first was dangerously close to Afhganistan, the
second even more dangerously
so to Hindustan itself. If Russia
ever managed to control the
Persian Gulf, she would be in a
very strong position to put pressure on Britain.
In Persia itself the picture
seemed clear. In the north the
Russians were firmly established
and Persia ran the risk of being
divided like Poland. Despite
Britain being richer and, in many
ways, stronger, lack of initiative
allowed the control of Persian
finances to slip into Russia’s
hands. She had final say in the
matter of a possible railway and
usually the say was no. There was
only one efficient regiment in the
Persian army, the one organized
and officered by Russians on the
lines of the Cossack detachments.
There was little doubt as to where

their allegiance would lie if the
Russians were to try to strengthen
their mercantile and growing
political control by a military invasion. The rest of the Persian army
would not be able to fight, so inefficient was the whole system, so
weak and corrupt. Khorasan, the
vital province, badly wanted by
Russia for economic and political
reasons, was trapped like a fly in a
spider’s web of military installations and trade control.
Much of what he predicted
came true in Persia in the early
years of the twentieth century
and Russian behaviour in that
country after the attempted revolution of 1906 fuelled many of
the protests against the AngloRussian Agreement of 1907.
Ironically, those who protested
were frequently opponents of
Curzon, his views and his opinions. He, for instance, though
concerned a little about Russia’s
victims, in this case, Persia, was
more concerned about the effect
developments would have on
Britain and her standing in Asia.
His opinion of Persian politics,
which he considered corrupt and
decadent, was low and it was his
outspokenness about Persians
rather than Russians that created
problems when he became
Under-Secretary for Foreign
Affairs in 1895 and was told that
he had to cut several particularly
offensive passages out of Persia
and the Persian Question.
Curzon’s admiration for individual Russians and, indeed, the
whole nation, contrasted with his
frequently voiced disdain for
many of the victims, particularly
the Persians, whom he, nevertheless had to support. He could not
help admiring Russian determination and strength that he also
feared and wanted to combat. He
was wryly amused the ability
displayed by the Russian government to lead the British one by
the nose. When in 1901 he tried
to alert the latter about the
Russian loan to Persia, Count

Lamsdorff, the Russian Foreign
Minister, who denied it as long
as he could, was believed in preference to the Viceroy.
His view of Russians outside
politics and military affairs was
one of exasperated affection.
Impressed by their ability, he did
not think highly of their efficiency or truthfulness. Mental slovenliness irritated him but he had
high words of praise for soldiers/administrators like Annenkov or explorers like
Khannikov, as well as the Russian
soldiers in general. His personal
opinion remained the one he
formed in 1887 and published in
1889: “If it is an exaggeration to
say that every Englishman enters
Russia a Russophobe, and leaves
it a Russophile, at least it is true
that even a short residence in that
country tempers the earlier estimate which he may have been led
to form of the character of the
population and its rulers. This is
mainly attributable to the frank
and amiable manners and to the
extreme civility of the people,
from the highest official to the
humblest moujik. . . . The stranger’s path is smoothed for him
by everyone to whom he appeals
for help and though manners do
not preclude national enmities, at
least they go a long way towards
conciliating personal friendships.”7 Not the words, surely, of
an “arch-Russophobe”.
1
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The books were: Russia in Central Asia
(London 1889), Persia and the Persian
Question (London 1892) and Problems of
the Far East (London 1894); the pamphlet:
The Pamirs and the Source of the Oxus
(Royal Geographical Society n.d.)
Curzon: Persia and the Persian Question
v.I. pp. 3+4.
Letter to Hamilton May 3, 1899; quoted
by Lord Ronaldshay in The Life of Lord
Curzon v. I. p.143.
Curzon: Persia and the Persian Question
v.I. p. 216.
Russia in Central Asia p. 385
ibid p. 270
ibid pp. 20+21
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Walter Elliot
a Conservative life

Christopher Pincher

H

e talks too
much”. Such
was
Sir
W i n s t o n
Churchill’s less
than generous summary of Walter
Elliot, Scots Tory Member of
Parliament, cabinet minister, coming man of the 1920s and 30s and
widely imagined, at least by his
many friends, as a certainty for the
premiership.
It is ironic, therefore, that a man
marked down by the hero of the last
century as having too much to say is,
less than fifty years after his death,
now virtually unheard of. Ironic but
hardly surprising. Except for a
rather sugary account by his lifelong
friend and posthumous champion
Sir Colin Coote, published nearly
forty years ago, there is no modern
biography of Walter Elliot. And as
Coote’s work is long out of print,
now only to be got on the musty
shelves of second hand bookstores
in Hay-on-Wye, his subject seems
destined to languish, increasingly
discarded by history, as just another
index reference in other people’s
stories.
And yet, but for the indecision of
a single night, it is arguable that
things might have been very different. The stars in their courses are
apt to be capricious but for the first
twenty years of Walter Elliot’s political life, they seemed set firm in
their ascent and he along with them.
A Baldwin Boy though, unlike
Eden, never a “glamour boy”, a suc-

“

cessful cabinet minister with the
common touch, warmly regarded, at
least until he was Prime Minister, by
Neville Chamberlain, the gaming
chips of political preferment seemed
his for the cashing. Munich changed
all that.
Born Walter Elliot Elliot (he was
Elliot twice over) in the warm
Autumn of 1888, the son of William
Elliot, a self made and hard nosed
Lanarkshire farmer and auctioneer,
his prospects did not seem at first so
bright. His mother died in childbirth in 1892 whereupon William
dealt with his loss by off-loading his

in Lloyd George’s famous
“callHeforbelieved
homes “fit for heroes to live in”
and took practical steps to realize that
high ambition

”

four children onto his mother-inlaw, Mrs Shiels of Glasgow. This
fanatical Kirk-goer kept young
Walter and his siblings in perpetual
mourning for their mother, each
child decked from head to toe in
deepest black. With their grandmother, lived also their uncle, a
maniacal doctor and pseudo-scientist, convinced he could turn base
metals into gold. The offspring of
his alchemy was a company christened “Kosmoids” into which he
persuaded an alarming number of
dupes to invest their savings. No
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gold was produced and his ensuing
bankruptcy resulted in the entire
family, including the colourful doctor (who kept a secret wife and family in Glasgow) being reunited
under William Elliot’s roof.
Despite his rather uncommon
childhood and mildly eccentric family, Elliot’s rise up the greasy political pole followed the classic pattern
of the time: two solid degrees in
science and medicine from Glasgow
University, the editor’s chair of the
university magazine, a happy spell
in the OTC, then a brief sojourn into
the world of work (as a houseman at
the Glasgow Royal Infirmary)
before being commissioned as medical officer to the Scots Greys when
the old world stepped out blithely to
its destruction in 1914.
Four years later and with much
mud on his boots, Walter Elliot
emerged from the ruins of war with
a Military Cross and a seat in the
House of Commons. With his contemporaries, Anthony Eden and
Duff Cooper, he had fought gallantly alongside his comrades and was
profoundly affected by the experience, an experience that drove his
political thinking and, later, some of
his political judgements. He lost his
brother, Dan, at Gallipoli and as a
medical officer, was witness to the
terrible tragedy of the trenches.
Like other young MPs, this was
more than enough to make Elliot
shudder at the prospect of another
war. And like them, he was determined to pursue a moderate path of
Tory paternalism, improving the lot

Walter Elliot
of the men with whom he had fought
and treated as they lay injured. His
primary interest was the home front.
He believed in Lloyd George’s
famous call for homes “fit for
heroes to live in” and took practical
steps to realize that high ambition.
Whilst Eden and Cooper pondered
upon post Locarno foreign policy
and the army estimates, Walter
Elliot inaugurated the National
Housing Company to build prefabricated “Weir houses” in the slums of
Clydeside, introduced the first free
school milk for children and passed
the Agricultural Marketing Act,
designed to help protect food producers from bankruptcy at a time of
massive over-supply and rapidly
falling prices. Between 1932 , when
he entered the cabinet, and 1940
Elliot was Agriculture Minister,
Scotland Secretary, Health Minister
and a leading light of his generation.
Upon his shoulders rested the hopes
of
many
liberal
minded
Conservatives – and some outside
the party – who wished for a continuation of Baldwinism by other
means in domestic politics. As early
as 1921 The Times had included him
as one of its “Pillars of the State”
and for the next twenty years Elliot
was destined to dwell in the marble
halls of party expectation.
Yet he was no political pin-up.
His physique, temperament and outward demeanour betokened not
leadership cast in the heroic mould,
but rather a kindly and reassuring
character with just a hint of bucolic
eccentricity. His face was large and
avuncular with thick rimmed spectacles that never seemed able to sit
quite safely upon his nose. He
enjoyed long country walks whilst
behind the wheel his notoriously
short sight rendered him a perennial
hazard to other motorists. Once,
having failed to navigate his way to
a London dinner party, he hit on the
novel device of flagging down a taxi
then hiring it to guide him in to his
destination. No flashy dresser, his
feet were shod in policeman’s boots
and, like all old fashioned Bobbies,
he had a habit of falling asleep once

and wherever comfortably seated.
He cared nothing for art, nor sport,
or for grand opera. He played no
instrument and, although he was
always ready to belt out old soldiers’
songs, his voice was best described
as “untrained”.
Consciously or unconsciously,
Elliot projected the image of a
genial village doctor, not the rising
star of Baldwin’s Conservative consensus. But what set him apart from
many other Tory MPs was the fertility of his mind. He was a voracious
reader of almost any material from
histories to horticultural manuals
and was blessed with a powerfully
retentive memory. Ideas sprung
forth like water from a well-spring
and there were many young politicians eager to listen. At a time when
country house weekends still
retained an important place near the
heart of the British establishment,

was a voracious reader of almost
“anyHematerial
from histories to
horticultural manuals and was blessed
with a powerfully retentive memor

”

Elliot was a regular guest of ‘30s
political hostesses, not least at
Cliveden, home of the redoubtable
Lady Astor. Here he would debate
with other young turks such as
Harold Macmillan, Robert Boothby,
Oliver Stanley and David OrmsbyGore, expound his ideas on a scientific approach to agriculture and the
desirability of a healthy workforce
and grumble with them about the
lethargy of Baldwin and the
pyrotechnics of Sir Oswald Mosley.
It is one of the tragedies of the time
that such grumblings did not fully
evolve into clear and firm demands
for action as the decade marched on
toward its grim conclusion.
And yet, for an intellectual, he
was not so dogmatic that he could
not change his mind. This ability to
bend (some might say to be “origi-

nal”) is not so unusual in politics.
Baldwin somersaulted with the skill
of a circus performer, Churchill
trimmed and even Thatcher changed
course. So Walter Elliot, the confirmed Free Trader of 1918 spared
not a single blush as, barely fourteen years later,
he imposed
Agricultural production quotas and
piloted through the Import Duties
Act whilst the men of Manchester
turned in the graves. He even went
as far to praise the courage of
Oswald Mosley’s import protection
programme in a letter to The Times,
a transgression that brought a lambasting from Baldwin and a swift
and grovelling retraction from the
letter’s author. Despite this stumble,
Elliot’s abilities and his loyalty were
soon rewarded with a seat in the
cabinet and the real prospect of
achieving greatness.
Yet perhaps his lack of a definitively anchored ideology was the
key to Elliot’s undoing. Upon being
asked by Lanark to stand for
Parliament, so the story goes, he
telegraphed the reply “Yes. Which
side?” This may be apocryphal but
it runs to the heart of the way some
influential men viewed Elliot – a
clever and capable man, but without
enough bottom. And by 1940, several of these men were very influential indeed. It is certainly true that
he disliked the spice and ginger of
an election campaign. He was more
at home in the lecture theatre than
the amphitheatre. Ideas were his
meat and drink but as a ruthless
political operator he was virtually
tee total. When confronted with a
particularly difficult problem, he
inclined to argue it out on all sides
rather than act to solve it. By the
end of the 1930s, as a different kind
of consensus was emerging and the
need for vigorous action seemed
greatest, Elliot’s indecision was
fatal.
Home affairs were Elliot’s primary concern, but not his exclusive
one. He played an energetic part in
the League of Nations Union whose
laudable objective was to foster the
spirit of peaceful problem solving
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Walter Elliot
through regular international
meetings and exchanges. His
involvement here sparked a further and much longer lasting
interest in Zionism as well as a
deep dislike of the pro-Arab
Malcolm MacDonald. Nearly
twenty years later as a cabinet
minister, he would lock horns
with the resolutely Arabist
Foreign Office by describing
the Arab world as “one of the
larger parasites of the camel”.
Such intemperate language
from so usually an equable
character seems incongruous
and, indeed, by 1937 he was
strongly supporting the Peel
Commission’s recommendation
to split the Palestine mandate
into separate Arab and Jewish
homelands, a course he urged
on everyone from Sir Alec
Cadogan to Chaim Weizmann.
Much earlier in his career
and much closer to home, during the passage of the 1920
Ireland Act, he moved a number
of amendments to devolve powers to Dublin – with the threat
of imperial excommunication
as a further incentive to acceptance. “Are you afraid of an
Irish Republic?” he asked the
House of Commons. “I should
threaten them with an Irish
Republic” if they do not
behave!” Such sentiments may
have made Bonar Law and Sir
Edward Carson scowl; but they
also demonstrate that Elliot’s
interests did not stop at the
slum dweller’s door. It is all the
more difficult, therefore, to
accept his defenders’ claims
that a scant understanding of
external affairs was one of the
reasons for his capitulation to a
policy of continued fascist
appeasement.
The defining moment in
Elliot’s political life came, as it
did for several others of his
generation, in the autumn of
1938 with Czech crisis. Until
that moment, and despite the
odd squall, his political barom-

eter had been “set fair”. At that
time he had been promoted
from the Scotland Office to the
Health Ministry and was busily
preparing a Cancer bill to buy
more radium for use in treatment and research.
Then Hitler’s determination
to reclaim the Sudetenland,
ceded to the Czechoslovakia
under the terms of the
Versailles
Treaty,
and
Chamberlain’s
desperate
attempts to avert war by offering
further
concessions,
exposed fault lines within the
government. A number of ministers, including Ormsby-Gore,
Oliver Stanley and Elliot,
whom Chamberlain dismissed
as a “Boy’s Brigade”, expressed
disquiet. But only one, Duff
Cooper, a much tougher little

because he had not quit in 1936
over the Rhineland or with
Eden (whom he admired greatly) over Italy earlier in the year,
he now had to stand by
Chamberlain and the government, or else face a charge of
gross hypocrisy. Elliot’s misgivings, and he seemed to have
them, were aired only in private
and mostly to his wife Kay and
his sister-in-law, “Baffy”
Dugdale. Between February
and October 1938 he talked variously about the necessity of a
“Government of National
Safety”, complete emergency
powers, and the need to support
Chamberlain in the absence of a
credible alternative.
Such
anguish is often modish
amongst the “consensus classes” but it also illustrates Elliot’s

moment in Elliot’s political life
“came,Theasdefining
it did for several others of his generation,
in the autumn of 1938 with Czech crisis
”
man than his bon vivant image
allowed, gave meaning to his
words by resignation. The others had neither the guts nor the
gall (depending on your point
of view) to resign over
Chamberlain’s démarche. In
those days of crisis, when men
had to take sides and be counted Elliot, like Hamlet, hesitated. His friends urged him to
go. At a meeting of the Other
Club, he and Duff Cooper, the
only ministers present, received
a mauling from the other members. Humiliated into silence,
Cooper left the dinner without a
word and the government the
following day. Yet Elliot agonised before deciding his duty
was to stay. “The King’s government must be carried on”
was his refrain to his tormenters. In the tortured logic
of those who can only be truly
unhappy, he concluded that
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overwhelming desire to find an
accommodation that blinded
him to the need to make more
of his private opposition to the
Munich terms and shake
Chamberlain from his conviction that Hitler could be managed if only he were left to do
it.
From then on, Elliot’s star
began its descent and the fall of
Chamberlain in the spring of
1940 marked its final eclipse.
With other ministers, he voted
with the government on the
conduct of Norwegian campaign, but the reduction in the
government’s majority forced
“the coroner” out. Churchill
succeeded and, although he
waited, no call to serve came
for Walter Elliot.
What followed was a long and
pale sunset, filled with committee chairmanships, parliamentary delegations and honorific

sinecures. For a brief while, he
was resurrected in the shadow
cabinet but was not amongst
those offered high office when
the Churchill returned to power
in 1951. His disappointment
was immense yet dignified. He
rejected a more junior post preferring to remain a back bencher
telling friends that it was “better
to be at the head of the tenants
than at the tail of gentry”. His
public career ended in Scotland,
the place he loved, as Lord High
Commissioner to the General
Assembly of the Church of
Scotland. He died there too in
1958.
Today Walter Elliot is a forgotten “big beast” from a lost
political jungle. For a good
while he appeared to be a bright
hope but, like others before and
since, he ended up on the scrap
heap. And yet Elliot was no
arch-appeaser of the Sam Hoare
variety. Nor did he see the light
only after the dawn then attempt
to justify himself with memoirs.
As early as 1936 he worried
about the threat posed by fascism and German rearmament,
at least in his private correspondence. Two years later at the
height of the Munich crisis he
wrote the “terms stick in my
throat as much as ever they stuck
in Duff’s”. Yet Duff Cooper
gagged. Elliot did not, and
although he did make a halfhearted offer to go with Duff,
Cooper refused it with not a little contempt. Elliot just could
not rat on the government and he
showed no trace of guile thereafter. So he continued to serve,
out of favour in the cabinet and
out of step with his friends. In
ways he resembled that other
Chamberlain – Sir Austen. Both
were straight bats. Both played
up and played the game. And,
ultimately, both lost it.
Christopher Pincher was
Conservative candidate in
Warley in 1997.

Book Reviews
John Charmley reviews The Diaries of Edward Henry Stanley, 15th Earl of Derby between
1878 and 1893 edited by John Vincent

With
this
fourth volume
of the diaries
of the 15th
Earl of Derby,
John Vincent
brings to an end the publication of
the most important political
diaries of nineteenth century
British politics; it is an event in
which all students of political history should rejoice, and all commissioning editors of academic
presses hang their heads in shame.
The publishing history of these
volumes is a story in its own right.
The first volume, Disraeli,
Derby and the Conservative Party,
covering the years 1848 to 1868
were published as long ago as
1978 by Harvester. After the
demise of that firm it proved difficult to get the next volume out,
so in 1981 Professor Vincent published his own typescript covering
the period 1885 to 1893 as Later
Derby Diaries, using the incomparable network of Dr. Andrew
Jones to distribute these collector's items. It was not until 1994/5
that the Royal Historical Society
(through Cambridge) published
the diaries covering the period
1869 to 1878. Now, finally, we
have the 'missing years', which
also includes the privately printed
text, now available in published
form for the first time; but we
have it only thanks to Professor
Vincent's willingness to subsidise
the publisher. When one compares this to the vast amount of
time and money OUP spent on the

Gladstone Diaries, one could
weep. As even OUP eventually
acknowledged by publishing
extensive
extracts
from
Gladstone's correspondence for
the volumes after 1868, the diaries
are frankly a bore: Gladstone's
reading lists and visiting cards;
fascinating for those obsessed
with the Grand Old Humbug, but
caviar to the general. But where
Oxford could find money to publish this waste of shelf space, and
to fund a Gladstone lecturer, nothing could be found to publish
diaries which, by any standard of
comparison, are vastly superior
and which offer us, quite simply,
the best insider view of Victorian
politics there will ever be.
Victorian political diarists are
not common, and those published
first and cited most often,
Greville's and Ellenborough's,
lack the inside track that Derby
offers us. For the rest, Edward
Hamilton's diaries (published in
the early 1970s, with a further
instalment in the late 1990s) show
us what Gladstone's acolytes
thought, and even those of his
Colonial
Secretary,
Lord
Kimberley, excellently edited by
Angus Hawkins and John Powell
(and published for the Royal
Historical Society by CUP in
1997), lack the proximity to
power enjoyed by the fifteenth
earl of Derby. If you want to know
what nineteenth century aristocratic politics was like, the Derby
diaries have it all.
In the first edition of the CHJ
this reviewer argued that there is a
missing dimension to the history

of Conservative foreign policy in
the nineteenth century; one could
go further and argue that there is a
whole section of the history of the
party itself that is wanting; indeed,
on 19 and 20 March 2004 there
will be a conference at Knowsley,
the Derby ancestral home, making
just that case. We know a great
deal about Disraeli, who led the
party for just over a decade, and
Salisbury, who led it for a decade
and a half; both are seen as seminal figures in the party's history;
this is not true of the father of the
diarist, the fourteenth earl of
Derby, who, with more then twenty years at the helm, remains the
longest serving leader of the
Conservative Party. His son, the
diarist under review, served in his
father' s governments, twice in
high Cabinet positions, and was,
after 1869, the obvious successor
to Disraeli should the bronchitis
carry the old man off. In 1874 he
was the natural choice as Foreign
Secretary and played a crucial
role in persuading Salisbury (who
was the step-son of his wife,
Mary) to join the Cabinet. The
volume covering the period 1869
to 1878 tells the story of the great
crisis of Derby's career, in which
he attempted to prevent Disraeli's
rashness leading Britain into an
unnecessary war with Russia, and
found his career undermined by
way of reward. In that sense, this
volume represents the calm after
the storm, as it opens on the morrow of his final resignation; but
there is plenty here to drawn in
new readers and force them back
to the earlier volumes.

What strikes the modern reader
is the sheer decency of Derby. He
is not, and was not, to everyone's
taste. There was something of the
valetudinarian about him, but as
his early death shows, he may well
have been right to worry about his
health; for those with an ironic
turn of mind, there may be a little
satisfaction in the fact that his fitness regime did not save him.
Then there is his second obsession: money. There is no better
source for the history of a great
landed estate than these diaries.
Derby's father had been a great
sportsman and his extravagances
had left the estate heavily encumbered with debt. One of Derby's
abiding fascinations was with the
misdeeds and misfortunes of his
caste: here we get details of
Granville's sad financial fate (in
1884 he needed to borrow
£17,000 a year from his colleagues to keep his head above
water, with Derby subscribing
£8000), which helps to explain his
political demise; we also see the
son of the Lord Chancellor,
Cairns, having to pay £10,000 to
an actress in a breach of promise
case; and that old rake,
Malmesbury, at 73, failing at the
last minute to marry a 'fast' young
widow who had forgotten to mention that she had a second husband
who was still alive and undivorced. Derby was determined
that his dynasty would not suffer
from his stewardship of the
estates. Despite the fact that he
had no children and was not on
good terms with his brother and
heir, Frederick, Derby lived on a
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small proportion of his income
and ploughed most of it back into
the estate. As an example of how a
responsible aristocrat justified his
position, Derby is supreme. There
is also plenty here on his third
obsession, his wife Mary. His love
and devotion to her help to soften
the hard edges of his character.
Derby could have been leader
of the Conservative Party if he had
cared to put the dagger into
Disraeli in 1878; but he would not
do so. He knew himself unfit for
the leadership. But, as these
diaries show, even out of office,
Derby was a massive political
presence. His great landholdings
in Lancashire and elsewhere made
him a political figure, and his
intellect and character made him a
respected one. Derby's conservatism had always had a liberal
tinge, and these diaries trace the

process by which he gradually cut
his links with the party and threw
his weight behind the Liberals in
the 1880 election; it is impossible
to imagine any modern politician
refusing, as he did, to join the
Cabinet because it would be politically indecent to do so soon after
having been in a Tory one. Then
there was the question of
Gladstone.
Derby's pen portrait of
Gladstone brings irresistibly to
the modern mind a latter-day high
Anglican given to sound bites and
faith in his 'mission'; indeed, perhaps Mr. Blair is best understood
as 'Gladstone-lite'. Certainly
Derby's hesitation in joining a
Cabinet whose position was 'so
much that of a dictator . that no
colleague could hold out against
his wishes' [12 September 880],
was understandable.

He offers one of best lapidary
comments on the Irish question:
'What is to be done with people
who seem to hate us more and
more the more we do for them?'
[3/9/80] - a question timeless in its
relevance. With these views, so
similar to those of his father who
had, after all, been Chief Secretary
for Ireland in Grey's Government,
it was inevitable that Derby would
end up as a Liberal Unionist.
But before that came a fascinating interlude as Gladstone's
Colonial Secretary, where his
quintessential
mid-Victorian
reluctance to add to the Empire
made him an admirable Liberal
choice, but one very much out of
tune with the popular imperialism
of the time. Verdicts on his time
here will vary upon one's estimate
of whether the new imperialism
was worth the candle.

As an insight into Victorian
politics these diaries are unrivalled. They also give us a portrait
of the very model of a Victorian
aristocrat, a man with wide interests and sympathies, a social conscience, and a deep sense both of
caste and of the obligations it
involved. The loss of men of this
ilk from public life has been a
grievous one. Professor Vincent
has edited these diaries with his
usual sure touch, giving us
enough information to find our
way around, but not overloading
us. For anyone with an interest in
politics, which means all readers
of this Journal, the Derby diaries
are a rare treat.
Professor John Charmley is
Dean of the School of History
at the University of East
Anglia.

Keith Simpson reviews The Macmillan Diaries: The Cabinet Years 1950–1957
Harold Macmillan was a
survivor. As a
young Guards
Officer in the
First World
War, he survived
the
trenches, though carried his
wounds until the day he died. As
a politician, he survived being an
eccentric
rebel
on
the
Conservative backbenches in the
1930s and then, as a leading
member of Eden’s Cabinet, he
survived the Suez affair. His resignation as Leader of the
Conservative Party and Prime
Minister in 1963 due to ill health
(in fact he wasn’t as ill as he
thought) saw him survive as an
elder statesman until his death in
1986.
I spent a day in Macmillan’s
company in November 1978. I
was teaching at Sandhurst and
had helped to organise a confer-

ence and exhibition on the sixtieth anniversary of the armistice.
We invited Harold Macmillan to
attend and he readily accepted. I
was struck by his ability to move
from appearing to be an old man
– shuffling walk, shaking hand
and apparent deafness – to being
alert, quick-witted and interested
in everything that was going on
about him, and an ability to
charm all he met.
Macmillan was a literary and
literate politician. He was a
member of the family publishing
firm Macmillan and throughout
his life took great comfort and
inspiration from reading books.
He was fascinated by diaries and
letters because they revealed the
hopes and fears and mental universe of the writer. Macmillan
had kept a form of diary during
the Second World War when he
was Churchill’s Minister in the
Mediterranean, written on many
scraps of paper and supplement-
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ed by letters he wrote home to
his wife, Dorothy. These diaries
were published in Macmillan’s
lifetime. He stopped keeping a
diary in 1945 but started again in
1950, and was to continue down
until 1963. These diaries were
far more self-conscious and,
once he was back in office, he
wrote for posterity – “When I
write this diary, I feel it is best to
put down quite truthfully what is
in my mind. Whether it will (in
future years) be of any historical
value, depends on absolute sincerity”. Well, up to a point, Lord
Copper!
Macmillan wrote his diary at
odd moments of the day, or more
frequently the night, and often
several days later. There is a significant gap in the diaries from
the beginning of October 1956
until February 1957, covering
the height of the Suez Crisis, the
resignation of Eden and
Macmillan’s succession as

Leader and Prime Minister.
Peter Catterall, the editor of
these diaries, accepts the
Macmillan explanation that he
had destroyed the relevant sections at the request of Eden.
This explanation has been categorically rejected by Richard
Thorpe, Eden’s official biographer.
What is the truth?
Probably
that
Macmillan
destroyed them himself, as they
revealed too obviously his ducking and weaving over Suez, and
his manoeuvring to succeed
Eden.
Does this censorship undermine the rest of the diaries? I
think not. They are written from
the perspective of a clever politician, who was increasingly writing for posterity. At the historical level, they can be checked
against the diaries and memoirs
of other people and they are
written in a style that gives a real
insight into Macmillan the man,
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as well as Macmillan the politician.
The first sixty pages of the
diaries are rather dull, as
Macmillan seems to find it hard
to get into his stride as a diarist
and because in Opposition he is
less engaged in political decisions.
Macmillan always liked to
portray himself as unflappable
(not true) and the great
actor/manager (true). At times
his diaries are a complete selfcaricature. Despite being married, and with children and
grandchildren, Macmillan was a
lonely man. He had endured for
years the humiliation of his wife,
Dorothy, having an open affair
with his fellow Tory M.P., Bob
Boothby. Recurring illness from
his wartime wound and kidney
stones meant that he often
became exhausted and, like
Churchill, would work from bed.
His relaxation and inspiration
came from books. Christmas
1950, “I have stayed in bed a
good deal and rested. I have
read the first three volumes of
Gibbon, and pondered much on
the parallel between the fifth
century and today.” He would
turn to novels for relaxation –
Dickens, Scott, Trollope, were

his favourites. – “Trollope is a
drug” and “Scott is better than
Party pamphlets”.
But what of Macmillan the
politician? The Second World
War and the patronage of
Churchill saved his career languishing on the backbenches.
After 1945, Macmillan kept
close to Churchill and particularly his mission of persuading the
European countries to work
closely together. Macmillan
carefully used his closeness with
Churchill, and his cultivation of
a younger generation of Tory
M.P.s, to work towards the great
offices of state and ultimately
the leadership. This was no
mean feat, as Macmillan had
reached Ministerial office late in
life and was in competition with
Eden and Butler, who had a head
start. When Churchill formed
his administration in 1951,
Macmillan
found
himself
offered the poisoned chalice of
Minister for Housing – in
Opposition the Party had promised to build 300,000 houses.
“Churchill says it is a gamble –
make or mar my political
career.”
In fact, it makes Macmillan’s
political career because, with
Churchill’s backing, he gets the

raw materials required for a
massive housing programme
that is very popular. Macmillan
was an astute Minister, bringing
in outside expertise and using
non-traditional elite M.P.s like
Ernie Marples to get things
done. Then, in the space of
eighteen months, Macmillan
moves to be Minister of
Defence
(frustrating
as
Churchill was his own Minister
of Defence), to Foreign
Secretary (enjoyable, but frustrating, as Eden was his own
Foreign
Secretary)
to
Chancellor of the Exchequer,
where he seemed to be staring
into a financial abyss.
Macmillan’s observations on
his colleagues in Parliament
could be perceptive – “Salisbury
is particularly worried and when
he is worried always wants to
resign (This is a great Cecil tradition)”; condescending on
Herbert Morrison – “dirty little
cockney guttersnipe has at last
revealed himself for what he is –
a third-rate Tammany boss” and
venomous on Butler “who is
really too agreeable, too pliant,
and too ready to go from plan to
plan”.
Macmillan’s political world
view was determined by his priv-

ileged background, but it was
knocked into shape by his experiences in the trenches and representing a northern working class
constituency in the inter-war
period. Macmillan passionately
believed in a “Middle Way”
between the excesses of socialism and capitalism – if he had
lived, you can imagine Tony
Blair attempting to get him to
endorse the “Third Way”; he saw
the British Empire as an institution for good; and he was horrified by the development of the
Cold War and the threat of
nuclear weapons.
Macmillan
appeared
to
emerge unscathed and triumphant from the Suez Crisis
and found himself, much to the
surprise of many of his contemporaries, Leader and Prime
Minister. But, as Churchill had
observed to him on the ups and
downs of political life, “It is not
a flat race, it is a steeplechase”.
We await with anticipation Peter
Catterall’s editing of the next
volume of the Macmillan
diaries, covering the period
when Macmillan was Prime
Minister.
Keith Simpson is MP for Mid
Norfolk

Mark Garnett reviews Ideologies of Conservatism by E. H. H. Green
When
the
adherents of
any political
creed start to
discuss the true
nature of their
principles, it is
a pretty sure
sign that they feel themselves
under pressure. This is particularly
true for conservatives, who claim
that their world-view is firmly
anchored in the habitual practices
of their fellow-citizens, which

would scarcely need articulation if
things were going well. To make
matters worse, the debate about
conservatism has been going on
for more than a century; and there
are worrying signs that it will only
end when all sides to the dispute
agree that the ideology is dead.
Ewen Green’s contribution,
though, can be welcomed wholeheartedly. Its primary purpose is to
enlighten, rather than to score
points. As a scrupulous scholar,
Green teases out nuances which

are usually ignored by more partisan authors. Rather than sticking to
the canonical texts, he examines
the ideas of half-forgotten figures,
like the civil servant Arthur
Boutwood whose ideas were scribbled down ‘during his lunchbreaks and on the train between
Marylebone
and
Prince’s
Risborough’. The subjects of
Green’s essays are ‘doers’ as well
as ‘thinkers’, and he takes special
care to examine the relationship
between ideas and their context. If

he seems unduly reluctant to abandon the presumption of an
inevitable connection between distinctively ‘conservative’ ideas and
the beliefs of members of the
Conservative Party, eventually he
fights his way through this familiar
terminological tangle.
The result is a richly-textured
study, composed in a style which is
both accessible and elegant. But
while it is essential reading for
anyone interested in the controversy over conservatism, it cannot be
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said to settle it. Partly this reflects
the difficulty of developing a
coherent argument through a series
of essays covering an extended
period of years. For example,
Green explores the influence of
Idealist philosophy in shaping conservative responses to the Tariff
Reform controversy. But many
readers will find it difficult to
appreciate the relevance of this fertile tradition of thought to post-war
conservatism.
Yet Green certainly does sketch
out a continuum in twentieth century conservatism. The views of
Sir Arthur Steel-Maitland (18761935), for example, were informed
by an empirical study of historical
developments, which led him to
deny that there were any eternal
truths in political economy. He
argued that while Britain had benefited from free trade in the nineteenth century, times had changed
and laissez-faire ideas had rightly
been ‘relegated to the rubbish basket’. From this pragmatic position
Steel-Maitland accepted the principle of state intervention in industry,
and supported measures of social
reform. As Green shows, he was
highly sympathetic to Keynes’
developing economic ideas.
Although this position provided
people like Steel-Maitland with
some unexpected bedfellows, it
could easily be defended on conservative grounds. Green argues
that attitudes to civil society are the
essential key to understanding conservatism. Doctrinaire liberals tend

to be hostile to any unit of organisation larger than the family, and
believe that the state can only do
harm if it strays outside a limited
sphere. By contrast, conservatives
see voluntary associations as the
bedrock of freedom. But over the
last century, they have been forced
to recognise that the institutions of
civil society can sometimes fail. In
these circumstances, the state
ought to step in. But it should only
act in an enabling role, as a catalyst
for necessary change. Thus, for
example, Steel-Maitland thought
that British industry should be
reorganised to match overseas
competitors who could cut costs
through economies of scale. The
state could make funds available to
facilitate this process, but it should
never become involved in the management of industry. Its role, in
short, was to prompt if necessary,
but never to direct.
Green does not exaggerate the
similarities between the positions
of Steel-Maitland and Harold
Macmillan, but he does locate
them within the same tradition of
thought. Macmillan’s premiership
has been a convenient butt for
members of the Conservative Party
since 1979, and perhaps he is not
yet ripe for rehabilitation. Yet
thanks to Green there are at least
good reasons for reaffirming his
conservative credentials. While
Thatcherites are happy to read his
decisions – after the resignations of
Chancellor Thorneycroft and
Enoch Powell in 1958, if not before

– as a series of capitulations to
socialism, Green emphasises his
continued belief in the prompting
state.
This approach came under intolerable strain in the early 1970s, and
it is a great pity that Green did not
include a separate essay on the
Heath Government. But his thesis
suggests that this period marked
the death of conservatism as a
practical political creed in Britain.
Over the critical Industrial
Relations Act, for example, the
trade unions were purely destructive; on the other hand, the employers refused to rally behind the government, and also failed to invest.
Overall, 1970-74 marked a systemic failure of civil society in
Britain, leaving members of the
Conservative Party with two
unpalatable options. One was to
stick to Heath’s approach, and to
resort to dirigiste policies in the
hope that they would breathe new
life into Britain’s decaying institutions. The other was to use the state
to attack civil society, proclaiming
that the only things that mattered
were individuals and their families.
Unless I have misread Green,
his message is that neither of these
alternatives was compatible with
conservatism. The only difference
was that the Heath option was an
enforced response by conservatives who found themselves in desperate times, whereas Thatcherism
was a conscious return to ideas
which had endangered civil society in the past. In other words, while

both approaches were clear departures from the conservative tradition, the triumph of the latter made
the Party into a vehicle for an
entirely alien creed. In all the soulsearching since 1997, noone has
dared to question the misleading
simplicities of free market economics.
As Green points out, this development was really no surprise.
Ever since the schism between
Asquith and Lloyd George, the
Conservative Party has been far
more effective than Labour at
absorbing renegade liberals. In the
democratic era the survival of the
Party was at stake in this recruitment drive; but conservatives forgot that when they invite strangers
into their home they might end up
being evicted. For many years the
Party has witnessed a proxy battle
between Keynes and Hayek, not
Burke and Bolingbroke; and
Hayek was always preferable for
those who saw politics as a war
against socialism, rather than a
struggle to make Britain a better
place. Scholars have yet to supply a
thorough account of this invisible
realingment, but Green has
revealed its broad outlines. He has
shown conservatives that their
present isolation is complete; their
one remaining choice lies between
disengagement, or continued association with uncongenial company.
Mark Garnett is the author of
Splendid! Splendid! the biography
of Willie Whitelaw.

DICTIONARY OF CONSERVATIVE BIOGRAPHY
In 2005 the Conservative History Group and Politico’s Publishing will be producing the Dictionary of Conservative Biography, a
collection of more than 300 pen portraits of key figures in Conservative politics and history. Jointly edited by Lord Norton
of Louth, Professor John Charmley, Keith Simpson, Mark Garnett, Iain Dale & Martin Ball it will be more than 1000 pages
long. If you would like to write an entry for the book email info@conservativehistory.org.uk with an indication of the figures
you would like to write about.
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